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Police Arrest Two





At this point, according to
witnesses,~the students felt
they were being harassed and
began to talk back to the p0-
lice, who had called for back-
up. '"All I know is you've got
five cops herefor zero reason,"
James told one of the officers.
Students gathered and asked
what was going on,' but the
police continued to speak to
the first three, who were yell-
ing that they should be left
alone.
According to one eyewitness,
an officer asked Greeves to
speak to him away from the
growing crowd,. but students
ed him not to go. The
erwasleadingGreevesinto
street when one ofthe stu-
tsheldGreeves' otherarm.
Continued on Page 5
believed the officer was refer-
ring to drinking out of the
bottle, so they obtained paper
. cups and were drinlting out of
those. Fuchs, who is white,
says the officer then returned
and told them that they were
not allowed to drink at all.
"He said to move around to
the other side of the building,"
Fuchs said, adding that the
officer did not want his super-
visor tosee them drinking. But
Fuchs and James concur that
instead of moving where they
could drink, the three put the
ay and remained in
he building.
cer then app






By Jonathan Loring hour later, LaMarre an-
An altercation involving nounced, «We are still two
CUNY student leaders at- short Ofquorum. I would Iike
tempting to block University to adjourn." LaMarre then at-
Student Senate Chairman tempted to leave the cafeteria.
JeanC. LQ.Marre from leaving Aston Greene, the College
a plenary .session held at Community Liaison for the
Baruch ColIegeon Oct. 241ed USS, said, "He never 'ad-
Baruch studentsandadminis- journed the meeting because
trators to wonder if the USB the meeting was never called
. was still a.viable organization. toorder," Hecontinued, -with
Most of .the USS delegates threats ofharassment and in-
present doubted -LaMarre's dicatiODS of that such, the
capacity to be chairman ofthe chairman found it in his best
U~...1I~ver, the very next interest of his own welfare to
day, LaMarre was eertlfiedas - leave that lody to leave the
there-e1eetedCbaimumof~ environment."
SeDate by a Student Election Various student .leaders
.-ReViewCommittee(SERC). It pre8eJitatthemeeting, denied
bad met to weigh !Jlevalidity anytbreatsweremadeagainst
.' ofJ~_~_~Ppeals filed LaMarre untilheattempted to
. on the eteetion proCess which leave'the building.I.oecurred Oct. 13. The adion was considered
'f '.The .plenary session was .-exceptionally controversial by
. . 8Cheduled to startat8:00 .p.m. 1D8D¥:~ two delegatH ar-
..~~aeli~~~at1'l.~-,riYed'Iccmds.-&fter. LaMane·
·~.iDgtoDAve. AppJosn;nate1yan ~.~ ; e-tiUidOllPalJe6
, ,- ~ .' . -~ .. ",- .-------- -_.
said, CWe've won a victory
against racism in education
toni ht ·ust b holdin this
program." .
"The Baruch students ofAfri-
can descent had to struggle
just to hold this meeting. And -
I'm very happy to say that we
Continued on Page 4
. . ... • .' .:. t • . • t .:
By Eric Loyola
In the midst of the contro-
versy which surrounded the
visit of City College Professor
Leonard Jeffries, the forum on
multicultural education went
off with a one hour delay and
not one disruption on Oct. 17.
Aboutseventy protesters rep-
resentingstudentsandoutside
Jewish groups had gathered
on 23 St. in front ·ofCitibank.
"I think without the rain we
would've had 200 people," said
Mike Habert, a Hillel member.
Overa thousand people filled
the lower level of the audito-
rium and most of-the balcony.
It had taken a little over an
hour for the students, faculty
and their guests to clear the
stepped-up security hurdles
which included metal detec-
tors and a bag search.
From the podium, set~ the
right side of the stage, Adrien
Percy; Jr., the president ofPhi
Beta Sigma, warned that any
.student engaging in outbursts
wouldbeexpelled. Itcouldnot
be determined by whose au-
thority this would be done.
Percy added that contentious-
ness from an outsider would
result inarrest. No uniformed -, -
police officers could be seen in
the auditorium.
Hunter College Professor
Lorraine Canoe, from the
Mohawk Nation of Native
Americans, gave a traditional
welcome otreri~gthanks... .
Michelle Payne, who Spoke
on behalfofBaruch's sponsor-
ing elubs of African· descent,
By Rafael A. Olmeda~Jr.
A Baruch College student
andhis friend were arrestedin
- front of the 23 St. building on
Oct. 22, after analtereation
with police officersbroughtout
· over a two dozen angry stu-
· dents complaining about ha-
rassment and racism.
-Tyrone Greeves, senior, and
his friend Mitchell Fuchs were
· arrestedandcharged withdis-
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Speaks at Baruch















Students can nominate a fae- i'
ulty member you feel should CN
receive a Baruch College 9
. ~
AlumniFacultyServiceAward. CD
Submit nominations to the ~
Baruch Alumni Office with
Name, Rank, and Department
of Nominee as well as why hel
she should recieve the award.
Submit by Nov. 15.
Nominee should have made
a significant contribution wor-
thy ofstudent recognition and
emulation; the services ren-
dered should be above and be-
yond the faculty member's
regular responsibilities, hav-
ingtakenplace over a period"Of
years- on or offcampus.
Send nominations to:
Baruch Alumni Office











.Economy' & Business' .27
EthnicStudies
the SpringsemesterisOctober
20. The 1992_Fall term dead-







and the Students of
Baruch College
would like to wish
.Andrew Lazan
... Next Issue: November 13
Ad- llleJnber~~6__ -,--
The Baruch Collegelibraryhas
just published a new path.
finder on "Ethnic Studies:. It
outlines a search strategy for
researching various ethnic
groups, using access tools and
reference sources such as the
11aryardLJElocycLUUUfia of
Ameriran Ethnic Groups..: If
you are interested in discover-
ing how your ethnic group is
listed in catalogs, indexes and
handbooks, pick up a copy at
the Reference Desk on the 6th
fir ofthe library. This guide is
the latest in the seriesofpath-
finders published by the lie
brary.
Research Freak?
Nov. 21- Film: Yeelen <Bright-
ness)
Dec. 5 - 2nd ABA Newsletter
distribution & planning ses-
sion for Spring'92 semeSter
and Black History Month.
Dec. 12 - KwaD.za. celebration
and end of semester party
The Scie~ce and Engineering
Research Semester, offers you
.the unique opportunity to do
hands-on 'research .withsome
ofthe nations top scientists·at
one of six national research
laboratories during the aca-
demieyear.
To be eligible for participation
in SERS~ students must have
.completed the sophomore year
at anaccredited U.S. college or
university and be a U.S. citi-
zen or permanent resident.
alien. They must be working
toward a degree in computer
science, engineering, environ-
mental or life sciences, math-
ematics, or physical sciences.
A limited number of appoint-
mentsare alsoavailable within
six months after graduation
for students not enrolled in
graduate school. Guidelines
suggest an overall grade point
average of3.0 or higher, based
onA=4_0.
While in the program, SERS
participants will receive a
weekly stipend of $200 per
week, housing and travel re-
imbursementforoneround trip
to the appointment site.




ergy; 1000 fndependenceAve.;-- .
S.W.,Washil'lgton,D~C. 20585~
The application deadline for
Destination:
Daytona Beach!
ule a blood donation appoint-
ment by calling New York
Blood Services at 2121468-
2033, ext. 13. The appoint-
ment phone lines will be open





The Law Department at
Baruch College is pleased to
announce that its second an-
nual Law Careers Forum will
be held on November 7, 1991
at 1:00 p.m. in the Emanuel
Saxe Lecture Hall, Rm 4 North
at 17 Lexington Ave.
There will be experts in enter-
tainmentlaw, criminal defense
law, public interest law, hi-
tech litigation and more. Stu-
dents consideringlegal careers
should attend.
Get a FREE "Official Guide to
Spring Break '92" for college
students. Information on ac-
eommodationsandeventsfrom
. February through April is also
available.
Call 1-800-854-1234 or write








Walt Disney Pictures and
WBMB Radio present an ex-
clusive presentation of -rhe
Making of Beauty and the
Beast"onWednesday, October
30th at 1:00 p.m, in the Oak
Lounge ofthe Student Center.
Blood Drive
The library is planning an ex-
hibit entitled "Learning TO:'
gether: The Many Faces of
Baruch College Students" for
later this semester. Interna-
tional students are invited to
have their pictures taken and
be interviewed on October 31
andNovember 7between 12:30
and 2:30 in room 426 of the
24th street building. The first
twenty students to arrive will
be the Participants.
The New York Health &
Racquet Club is encouraging
blood donors by offering one
free bonus month to be added
to the membership of every
current or new HRC member
who participates in Buckets of
Blood III by giving a pint of
blood.
The blood drive will be held at
The New York Health & Oct.31-Film:LaVie Est Belle
Racquet Club, 110 West 56th (Lifeis Rosy)
Street on Halloween, Thurs- Nov. 7 - Film: Finzan (A Dance
day,October31;from8~am;' For~eHe'rOes)'. .,.. ,
to 7:00 p.m. . .. Nov. 17 .Films:Saaraba(Uto-
Prcspectivedonorsmustsched- pia)
f r i n
ix n w -h r i n
only for Baruch College full-time
Wednesdays & Monday, Dec. 18, Jan. 8, 15, 22 & 29, Feb. 3 & 5 (6-9:45pm)
($445) Call (212) 866-3283
Baruch College Continuing Studies, in association with Cambridge Educational
Services offers LSAT, & ORE Preparation classes. Classes are taught by
attorneys, and Ph.D's (with at least 9 yrs. teaching experience) who use actual
exams and simulated materials to teach question types and test strategies. Special
emphasis is placed on advanced problem solving, guessing, timing, and test pattern
techniques.
Wednesdays, Jan. 8, 15, 22 & 29, (6-9:45pm) ($295).v n . 1 n
This two hour seminar covers: schools you should apply to; what admissions
criteria schools are looking for; how to prepare for an interview; how to maximize
the benefits of letters of recommendation; how work experience and extra-curricular
activities can help yougain admission; and how to write your personal statement
and essay questions. Sample Essays and Application Critique Included.
Morday, Dec. 16th (6:30-8:30pm) ($25) Call (212) 866-3283
students
Baruch College'Continuing Studies, in association with Cambridge Educational
Services offers GMAT Preparation classes. Classes are taught. by Ph.D's and
attorneys (with at least 9 yrs. teaching experience) who use actual exams and
simulated materials to. teach question types and test strategies. Special emphasis is
placed on advanced; math and verbal problem solving; guessing, timing, and test
pattern techniques.
Tuesdays & Thursdays, Nov. 12, 1~, 19, 21, 26; Dec. 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19; Jan.



























campus, which has been con- ~
·tinuous since last spring after ':.
students made several at- 0
tempts to take over buildings ~
inprotestofthe tuitionincrease g /
and budget cuts. Day Session _.
Student Government Presi-~
dent Lavonda Davis andother ~
students met with Sergeant ~
Fleming on the day following ~
the incident to clarify the is-
sue. "The students do notwant
to have police on campus,"
Davis said, "but if .they are
going to be here, it's a question
ofhow the po1iceapproach the
students. Speak to them as
adults."
Davis said one result of the
meeting was that Fleming
would address how officers
should approach the students.
Fuchs said he does not be-
lieve the incident was racially
motivated. Although Greeves
is black, Fuchs pointed to him-
selfand said, CJ: was arrested,
wasn't I?"
Fuchs and Greeves were is-
sued summonses and will ap-
pear in court on Dec. 4. "I'll
plead not guilty to the end,"
Fuchs said.
The 13th precinct would not
reveal the first names of the
officers involved in the inci-
dent.
~- .........--"-_._ ....-.-'.-_...----~._._-- .....-.~_. ~ .... -...- ..... ---"...--_...~ ------._~-~ - -- --~'-
Police Arrest Two
Continued From Front Page
Several other officers pushed
that student back and when -~=-:i::-=£:=-=:-:~:--~~~--':-:oL--::~----
Greeves protested, he was ·ar-
rested and charged with disor-
derly conduct. Greeves had
his arms extended as he 'was
pushed into the street by the
arresting' officer and hand-
cuffed, the witness said.
·Greeves could not be reached
for comment.
By then six police.cars had
gathered in front of the build-
ing and over a dozen officers,
mostlywhite, wereholdingstu-
dentsbackfrom the scene. One
officer,naDiedPeppentlan.was
seen telling Fuchs to getback.
"Okay," Fuchs told him, step-
pingback. "I'm with thecrowd."
The offic:erthen arrestedFuchs
and charged him with disor-
derly conduct.
"What did he· do?" one stu-
dentyelledas Fuchs wasbeing
led away.
Fuchs and Greeves were
brought to the 13th precinct
where, according to lieuten-
ant Cullen, theyapologized for
getting "out of line." Fuchs
denied he had made an~apol-
ogy.
The incident angered stu-
dents who were already upset




. here to the advice they give -
children--don't talk to strang-
ers."
Sgt. Torres advised to say
things like "I have a disease"
or'Tmpregnant"anythingshe
said to bring him out of his
rape fantasy. ·
Torres went on to Say that
there has heena 15% decrease
in reported rape cases. She
says thereason she thinks this
~
happened was because of"me~
dia coverage ofcases like the
Central Park Jogger, the St.
John's, and Kennedy cases."
She says a lot ofwomen when
they seesuch sensationalism,
on television or the papers, say
things like 'Tm not going to
put myself in this position,"
But thatis not the case, Torres
assures, about 0% ofall rapes
getpublicized. The only time a
rape cue usually gets media
coverage is "when the alleged
perpetrator is famous."
Donald Barto, the Assistant
directorofSecurity,statedthat
the last reported rape on cam-
pus oeeuredin August of1986.
The alleged rape oecured on
the 5 floor of the 24 Street
building. The perpetrator
followed a staffmember into a
fifth floor bathroom and raped
her there. "The perpetratorwas·
never apprehended.
PM, Nov. 24 - 3:00 PM & 8:00PM
---- - --.' '~-.'----_. -~- '." ._- ._- _-_._-- -_-..~ _--.---~~., _-- ...
Wait· Untl
Thesadistic rapistis the least
common. He is usually very
intelligent. He-does not leave
any evidence that can traced
back to him. For example he
would use a condom so as not
to leave a trace of himself via
DNA found in sperm.
Sgt. forres also brought a
portion ofFox's· show "The Re-
porters" in which a female re-
porter interviewed convicted
rapists in a segment called
"Why Men Rape." These
groups of men were trying to
teach women how to protect
themselves from rapists.
One of the convictedrapists.
said tbat"Rape is the lowest
crime thereis.· Anotherstated
that if women wear short
dresses orskirtsit'san"invita-
tion to being raped." A third
rapist added women should
scream and yell for help. An-
other rapist said that "The
more aggressive she became,
themore-aggressive I became."
One ofthe rapist went sofar to
say that screamingandyelling
"mightworkin some cases,but
I probably would have slapped
her senseless." One piece of
advice given by a rapist was




Place : Baruch College Studio Theatre
17 Lexington Ave. (23rd St.), Room 911
Date: Monday, November 18 - Saturday, November 24
Security Holds RapeTalk
For Information and Reservations
Call: 387-1345. (11 :OOAM -5:00AM)
, .'
'.
.1- _' •• ,.... _. -.•..
By Farah Gehy
On Thurs.~ Oct.17,Sergeant
Nellie Torres, ofthe New York
City Police Department, came
to Baruch to address a rape
forum at the 17 Lexington Av-
enue building in Room 401
South.
Sgt.Toms addressed a small
group on the subject of rape. .
She said "One third of every
rapehappensinthehome, two-
third of rapes happen in the
evening and almost 50% ofthe
victimsknowtheirassailants." .
She went on to state that
there are four kinds of rap-
ist&-- the assaultive, the sexu-
allyinadequate,predatorsand
sadistic.
The assaultive rapist is
someone who is motivated by
anger. He feels that he's get-
ting even with the world by
raping.
The sexuallyinadequate rap-
ist is the pervert. He may
make the victim dress up for
him and/or do things to make
himfeel as ifyou want to have
sex.
The predator rapist is some-
one who follows and stalks his








has it for immoral stuff." He
continued, "Their organization
is set up to preach hate and
racism and our organization is
set up to defendpeople against
what they do."
SarahBarnes, identified sim-
ply as a teacher in the New
York City PublicSchools in the
program, spoke before Jeffries.
The replacement for Professor
William Katz, an New York
University scholar in resi-
dency, Barnes name had been
withhelduntil the lastminute.
There were concerns that she
.. might experience the same
kind of pressure that made
Katz cancel.
Jeffries was late because his
father had passed away ear-
lier in the evening, In honor of
his father and in keeping with
the traditionsofhisforefathers,
Jeffries performeda ceremony.
He poured"Water from a glass
onto the stage at intermittent
moments aftermakingappeals
to.the spiritsofhisforefathers. .
Some of the audience Partici-
pated by repeating a word
which sounded like "ashern."
Michael Delepine, an art stu-
dent who had cut two classes
at the neighboring School of
Visual Arts in order to stay
until the conclusion of the fo-
-..
rum after 10:00p.m., sai d, "The
whole thingwasverydramatic.
It was more thari I expected
and at the same time less than
I expected because Dr. Jeffries
curtailedhis language by much
this time around."
Yaron Amram, an Afghani
Jew, also a student from SVA,
said, "I'm an avid fan of the
theatre and this was better
than the besttheatre I've seen."
He explained, "It had all the
elements of a great drama:
suspense, you didn't know if
somebody was going to do
somethingstupid, conflict, you
had your zany militant Jews
outside and great costumes."
He added, "I was really into
whathe (Jeffries) was wearing
andhis bodyguardslookedreal
bad."
and with the Sons and Daugh-
ters ofAfrica." The latter isan
African-American organiza-
tion at City College. Clay also
said that FOI personnel wear
"severe looking"business suits
and bow ties, like the gentle-
men who accompany the Rev-
erend Louis Farrakhan at his
public appearances.
Like the Fruit of Islam, Jew-
ish Defense Organization
members train in the martial
arts. Some of them were
present at the protest includ-
ing their leader, Mordechai
Levi.
Levi referred to the College
president Matthew Goldstein
as a "gutless Jew" for what he




The Ticker that "here we have
a panel discussion on such an
important topic and we have to
worry about security and
.people-threatening .other




known for among other things
their colorful slogans like "Ev-
eryJew a .22," volunteered the
differences between the FOI
and JDO members. "From a
naive standpoint,you could say
we are the same since we are
determined to use similar
methods."
He added, "But that's like
saying that a cop and a robber
are the same. They both use
guns but the cop has the gun
for defense, for protection, for
moral causes, while a robber
The sign Mike Habert Is painting would eventuaHy say "Jeffries Is a RacIst"
Another student who had
seen him speak on otheroc:ca- .
sions, like at Brooklyn's Slave
Theatre, sensed that Jeffries
was "not uncomfortable", but
in fact "seemed .inhibited."
"Anyone who thinks this fed
his ego and he enjoyed it is
wrong," said another student.




and one of the panelists said
that she was talking to Jeffries
until oneofthe bodyguards sat
between them.
Hsu, who spoke after Robert
Martinez, chairman of
Baruch's Black and Hispanic
Studies Department, shared
personal incidentsofprejudice
after announcing that she had
come to talk about "being yel-
low."
There was some question as
to the affiliation of the body- .
guards. At one point Percy, Jr.
.said, "OneFOlisworthSOgood
men." He 'leaned eloser to the
microphone and repeated the
comment when it became ap-
parent that not everyone in
the audience had caught that.
"I feel like making a sign
saying, 'What's an FOI?'," said
one student seated in the bal-
cony.
FOI stands for Fruit of Is-
lam, described as the "official"
body guards trained in the
martial arts. But a student
familiar with the FOI, Clairesa
Clay, asked, "Have you ever
seen FOI?".
"The FOI doesn't dress like
that," she explained. "They
werevolunteersfrom theschool
.'
protest which was already en-
closed by sawhorses. When
Jeffriesarrivedafter 7:30, four
members from Kahane Chai, a
self-described militant Jewish
group, charged across the
street coming within 25 feet of .
Jeffries before police stopped
them. Jeffriesenteredthrough
well-guarded side doors which
led straight into the audito-
num.
An organizer of the 'panel .
intended to register a com-
plaintwith thesecuritydepart-
ment about the wisdom she
felt was questionable and led
to the decision that Jeffries
enter on the street directly op-




and an eagle medallion, which
appeared golden in the yellow
light of the auditorium-- sur-
Tounded by at least five body
guards, he was given a stand-
ing ovation. But some chose to
remain seated.
The presence of the body
guards, deemed necessary in
light of the threats to Jeffries'
life (he recounted an incident
where the tire of his mother's
car wasIoosenedrprovidedfuel
for those looking to find fault
in the forum and its organiz-
ers. The aspect that they claim
caused the most distress was
that the black and male secu-
rityforces walked up and down
the aisles, making finn eye
contact with members of the
audience.
"I resent this crude tactic of
intimidation," said a female
faculty member whoin the end
decided to remain nameless.
Sharon Samson, treasurer of
the Hillel, said, "I though it
.was pretty disgusting how-,
Jeffrieshadhis bodyguards alII
over the freakin' auditorium.
A Hillel member, who was
urged by his Mrican-Ameri-
can companion not to give his
name, said, "They let them
roam the auditorium like that?
It disgraced all Baruch, our
securi ty people could've
handled it and they had metal




M Continued From Front Page-~ received a tremendousamount
.s of support," she added. «We
8 faced a small vocal opposition
from a minority of students
and administrators who at-
tacked Dr. Jeffries. These at-
tacks on Dr. Jeffries are a rac-




dent said, "That's ridiculous.
Nobody is attacking the color
ofhis skin,onlyhis racist view-
points."
"Our struggle to have Dr.
Jeffries as a member of this
panel is part of our fight as
African people," Payne said,
"for self-determination." She
continued, ~t is our right to
determine who our leaders
are."
Another irate Jewish stu-
dent, who also wished to re-
mainanonymous, said,"Ifthey
believe that part ofthat deter-
mination is to reverse things
and make their own racist
statements, then they're very
confused on the issue." He
added, -:I'he fact that someone
like Michelle Payne/is so igno-
rant about the facts ofJeffries'
statements and what Jeffries
represents really shows the
lack of scholarly credibility of
this African movement."
Payne then introduced Fran
Baltizar, president of Teach-
ers of Tomorrow and Arthur
Lewin, chairperson ofthe Black
and Latino Faculty Associa-
. tion.....
"It's sad that there are fac-
ulty here that actually support
Jeffries. Some of them could
be my teachers," said another
Jewish student asking not to
be identified.
It was reported that some
faculty and administrative
staff members participated in
the protest, but this could not
be confirmed. However, there
were manyJewish faculty and
administration members who
did not want to "honor Jeffries
with a protest" and abstained
from displaying their indigna-
tion.
Daphne Leroy, ofthe Women
of Color Network, said a few
words, followed by Attorney
Joseph Flemming, who repre-
sents eight African-American
public school children suingthe
NYC'Board ofEducation for "a
harmful curriculum." Kenley
John, president of Club
Caricom, who was instrumen-
tal in putting the forum to-
gether, took the opportunity to
introduce beauty contest par.
ticipants of the Miss Baruch
Carnival Queen contest, which
was part of the Multicultural
Carnival and Festival of Oct.
24 and 25.
Several hundred flyers con-
demning"Euro-centrism"were
discarded because Baruch
Hillel members realized they
could be offensive. The Italian
Society, which originally sup-
ported the protest, eventually
decided not to participate.
Between 3() and 40 police of-
ficers were dispatched from the
13th precinct to the perimeter









board mem.ber who also spoke g
onconditionofanonymity.8J:t's. S-
an ugly situation. and ,uite Z
frankly ra very disappointed CD
in what I saw thatnight andat ~
the last few meetings." .. •
Another member said, MShe g
made a bigdeal outofnothing, g
absolutely nothing. It's ajoke, ~
it was just not handled right." .CA>
Martinez also said that he?
wasn't too impressed with·co
Bamett'spartingremarksjust ~
before the start of the "special
meeting"open only to the board
ofdirectors,where possible dis-
ciplinary action against N g
would be discussed. .
Martinez said that he shared
a table with Barnett and after
conversing with him, discuss-
ing topics ranging from "de-
mocracy" to David Duke to
Barnett'sperception ofNgas a
man with "his own agenda,"
Barnett became "very menac-
ing" again and told Martinez,
"You were invited here as
guests and I can see to it that
you're not invited back."
Barnett admits that he said
"something about being In-.
vited," but did not recall his
exact statement.
Consuela Ford, historian of
the BCAA said that when she
was a student she was treated
with "kids gloves" and that's
one of the .reasons she joined.
She added that in her 15 plus
years with the organization she
has never seen any president
handlea student the-wayLipka
did.
menteditor for the Daily News
explained a.basic tenet photo-
journaljsm. "Phctographs
taken in a public building ofa
publicmeetingfallsunderFirst
Amendmentrightsprotection,"
said Lipack. He added that
Martinez did not have to ask
permission to take photos.
Barnett told Martinez that
the BCAApaid a fee for the use
of the lounge area, implying
that they maintained the right
to ask extraneous personnel to
remove themselves. Accord-
ing to Janet Fisher, associate
director of the Office ofExter-
nal Relations, Baruch provides
an office on the ninth floor of .
135 E. 22 St., a phone and use
of the lounge for free.
"At one point," continued
Martinez, "1 was asked for the
roll of film and I refused." He
was subsequently asked if he
could guarantee that the pic-
tures 'would not be used, but
Martinez saidhe couldnotgive
any such guarantees.
One board member, who did
not wish to be identified, said,
"For an outsider looking in, it
appeared that he didn't have
permission to attend the meet-
ing and then did not have per-
mission to take pictures."
Other members felt Lipka
hadoverreacted. "Clare made
abigissueofitand when you're
dealing with these people and
they're looking to be very pica-
yune and extremely critical,
youhave to make sure thatyou
do things correctly,"said a
aHowed to take pictures. Gar-
land-Core, assistant secretary
of the BCAA, had invited
Martinez and other reporters
to cover the meeting.
"I tried to explain to them
the rules of photojournalism,
under which I was working,"
said Martinez. He told the
board members that if he was
in a place open to the Baruch
public; he was acting within
his legal rights. Martinez also
said, "There was a dispute
about whether we were in a
public place or a private place."
Mike Lipack,photo assign-
.~ .~"<.'v-, "",,~~1=('r"·::~.':'3V~,~~·;:~';;.,,:· .:-:..':-......~ .. ':;
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said, "I didn't know who he
was, I saw that he had a cam-
eraandI wanted toknow what
he was doing there. He wasn't
even on the guest list."
Ng says he had informed
Terry Belsito, the BCAA office
director, that five students
would be attending because it
enables her to inform the ca-
tering service how much food
to prepare.
According to board mem-
bers' what followed was a dis-
cussion about the propriety of
Martine z's presence at the
meeting and if he should be
Students Hold Reception
For President Goldstein
. By R8.f'aerA. Martinez'-', ..... -~~~opment~.... .., .
President Matthew good to hear that hestaking
Goldstein announcedon Thurs. steps on issues that really af-
Oct. 24that the Library will be fect student." Payne then said
open on Sunday, microeom- that" I hope to hear a ~oncr~te .
puter lab hours will be ex- announc~ment on div~rsl~y
tended and that a series oftu- andMulticulturaleducati()nln
torials will be implemented. the near future.
Goldstein made this an- Carlos Betancourt, an upper
nouncernent at a reception freshman, when informed of
thrownin his honor by the Day the president's extending ofli-
Session Student Government. brary hours and computer lab
The reception was given by the hours stated that" I thinkit is
DSSGinordertohavestudent a great career move for
leaders meet with the presi- Goldstein and it is going to get
dent said DSSG council mem- a lot of student. support.
, ber Luz Rodriguez. Betancourt also said "the tuto-
He stated that "I think start- rials will allow the students to
ing next week and going get the help that they need. It
through out finals the library is a definite plus."
will be open on sundays." He
believes that it will be open
from 9 AM. to 5 A.M. or from'
10 A.M. to5 P.M. He also Said
that he' directed provost John
McGarraghy and vice presi-
den t for Student Affairs
Samual Johnson "to set up a
series of tutorials thatwe had
not provided before and we al-
located the money to do that
and I imagine that will bevery
helpful to a number of you as
wel1."
-The president also said.that
the microcomputer lab hours
would be extended.
Lavonda Davis,president of
the 'DSSG, when asked if she
were happy wi th the
president's implementations
said that "she wasn't happy
but thankful." Davis stated
that it MGives me Incentive to
keep on pushingfor more" and
will continue to push for more
services for the students."
Michelle Payne, a senior,
stated that "I think its a great




A Baruch College student
registereda complaintwith the
OfficeofStudentDevelopment,
alleging that a member of the
Baruch College Alumni Asso-
. ciation threatened him at a
BCAA meeting in the Admin-
istrative Center Lounge on
Tuesday, Oct. 22.
Rafael Martinez, 21, the
managingeditorofThe Ticker,
who was covering the meeting
and taking photographs, said
that Martin Barnett, class of
'56, approached him, leaned
close and asked him ifhe was .
trying to "power his way into
the meeting."
"I didn't know what he was
talkingaboutand then hegota
little closerandhe steppedinto
my face and he made another
statement which I ignored,"
Martinez said.
WhatBarnett asked next was
read as a threat by Martinez.
"He leaned his face into mine
and asked, 'How would you like
it if someone broke your cam-
era?' I didn't answer and he
clenched his teeth and he
looked at me very hard, very
threatening, and asked me the
same question in a very men-
acing tone ofvoice." Martinez-
added, "I looked at him in the
eye, but I didn't respond. I was
shocked."
Barnett, who stated he was
the thirdpresidentofthe BCAA
since its founding in 1968 said,
"I was just upset that he was
takinz nictures and I don't re-
call what I said to him. I asked
.himwhy h~ 'was ,·taking pIC-
tures and did he realize he was
perhaps doing it without au-
thority."
"I've been threatened before,"
Martinez said, "I'~e been
mugged before andI felt like I
was being mugged by this
man." He added, "He got into
my face and he was basically
asking me to make a macho
decision, to tell him to back off
or something and I wasn't go-
ing to get into a situation with
this guy. He outweighedme by
120 pounds, at least."
In response to the alleged
threat that Barnett made,
BCAA President Clare Lipka
said, "I don't knowwbat he did
and that's what I want to find
out- what went on there-
and I think we have to get all
this cleared up. There is no
reason for this to be going on."
Stanley N g, the fanner sec-
retary of the BCAA, spoke re-
luctantly, claimingthathe was
already in "hot water" for al-
legedly taping a meeting at
which compromising and dis-
criminatory remarks' were
made. He said, "[M8..rtinezl
was taking pictures ofme and
I didn't mind, but the .. flash
went offand people noticedit."
Ng, who feels Martinez re-
ceived poos treatment because
of an article that appeared in
the last issue of The Ticker,
said, "When Matt Goldstein
came to see us on Sept.19, his
words to us were, 'I insist that
you treat studentswithrespect
and care.' What happened is
really very sad."
Martinez said that after tak-
ing three photos he was called
to the podium by Lipka, who
•
. man and four vice chairs were
also' elected, four other vice
chair positions were not voted
on.
Earlier last week, many
thought that these positions
would have to be filled by Mon.
Oct. 28 when the CUNY Board
ofTrustees met for its October
meeting. Ifthe USS hadn't fill
those positions' by then, the
board had the right to disband
the USS because its current
delegates didn't Iive up to their
own bylaws. However, on Fri-
day, Keizs, who also. acted as
the Chairperson of the Elec-
tion Review Committee, said
that the USS could continue to
function. She said the vacan-
cies could be voted on the next
time the USS held a meeting.
The next meeting according to
USS bylaws should be held on
. the fourth Sunday in Novem-
ber.:
John Paul Patafio, a delegate
from Staten Island College,
saidthat the meetingatBaruch
College would never have had
to happen if LaMarre hadn't
told his delegates to leave the
meeting on Oct. 13. Patafio
said this was done because all
the vice chairs that were voted
on were not the people LaMarre
had endorsed. Greene, denied
those claims.
Other USS delegates wanted
to know why practically all the
delegates who voted for
LaMarre on Oct 13, were not
present on Thursday while
most ofthe delegates who sup-
ported Kim Ray showed up.
Cassandra Kirnon, ii delegate
from City College said, "I find
all of this highly suspicious."
Ray herselfwasn't at Baruch
on Thursday because her
daughter was sick.
Dean. Aaron .saidthatthe .
USS would no longer be wel-
come to have its meetings at
Baruch. He said that the lack
of proper conduct that was
shown by a few CUNY stu-
dents, wouldovershadowmany
students scholastic achieve-
ments. "Because of the media.
attention to these events, there
may be students who lose out
on scholarship and employ-
ment opportunities."
Questions about LaMarre's
lack ofadherence to precedent
setatUSS meetings, especially
the amount oftime that is usu-
ally allowed for delegates to
show up at the meetings after
they are scheduled. to com-
mence, were asked by other
USS delegates.
"We are accustomedto wait-
ing more than two hours from
the time that a meeting is
scheduled, until the time that
role call is taken," said DSSG
PresidentLavonda Davis. She
is also vice chair of fiscal af-
fairs. Davis continued, "Yes, it
defini tely showed a lack ofcred-
ibility on his part."
"There was no precedent for
this meeting," said Greene. "It
was called for less than 48
hours after it was scheduled.
People have school the next
.day, people have work. If we
were going to conductbusiness
we needed delegates to arrive
on time."
"I think the whole thing
should be disbanded," said
Alyman. Hesaid that the DSSG
ofBaruch shouldconsiderwith-
holding the monies that are
sent to the USS out of the stu-
dent activity fees until some








Howar Brian, the evening
delegate m Baruch and the
vice chair for evening and part
.time student affairs, wasasked
to reconvene the meeting.
Since other delegates had left
during the altercation. There-
fore, all chances for a quorum.
were lost.
Before the delegates left,
Keizs said, "If we cannot con-
duct our business with a de-
gree of civility then we are in
deeper trouble than I ever
thought we could be."
The meeting, called for Tues-
day night by Keizs, was sup-
posed to conduct the business
not finished. at the last USS
plenary session held on Oct.
13. AI though LaMarre was re-







New York. City Branch Offia
Come See Us On CampUS
• Among the lowest expenses in the
insurance and mutual fund indust ries"
• A variety of ways to receive income,
including lifetime retirement income,
payments over a fixed period, or as cash.
TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.
With the help of TIAA-CREF, retirement
can be your chance to look after yourself
the way you've always wanted. After all,
nobody deserves it more.
(LaMarre has a part in a film
being made by Spike Lee).
Anotherstudent,Jean Kirksey,
threw a punch in the direction
of LaMarre's group.
Camacho said, "LaMarre's
people were pushingme allover
the place. I just want to know
where my money went."
Marcia V. Keizs, acting vice
chancellor for student affairs
screamed in the middle ofthe
melee, "If you don't stop, you
will all be brought up on
charges." The shoving match
was brought to an end when
Associate Dean of Students
Ron Aaron, Director of Stu-
dent Life Carl Alyman, and
Baruch College security broke
the groups apart.
LaMarre and his
ment, and Juan Camacho got
into a pushing and shoving
match with LaMarre, his sis-
ter, Greene and the sergeant-
at-arms, who wouldonlyiden-
tify himself as "Charlie."
Thornhill and Camacho had
positioned themselves in such
a way, preventing the elevator
doors from closing. Charlie
asked Thornhill and Camacho
if they had a problem with
LaMarre, "they should take
their problem outside."
"This is my school,"
Thornhill responded. "He can
take the stairs ifhe wants. He
should take our problemsback
inside." A few seconds later
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WHEN PLANNING FOR THE·---_·-·~·-··,
SOME PEOPLE WANT EVERYTHING.
(lte think tbats perfectly reasonable. )
R t ir e m e n t should be everything youdreamed it would be. WIth good
_health. YQU ma'y__spend~Q.!J~fl~Cof'yo!1r life
do~ng the thjngs you've always dreamed of
-like travelling the world. starting your





Annuities are a unique way for members
of the education and research communities
to save extra money for their retirement
years. Through tax-deferred savings,
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help provide the
extras that will make your retirement truly
enjoyable. They will supplement your '
basic pension and Social Security in retire-
ment, and they offer real benefits now:- .
• The benefits of tax deferral.
• A broad range of allocation choices.
• NO sales charges.
...-..•..,.:.-:.' ...





~LaMarre Walks Out on USS Meeting
.Q
~
C;; Continued From Front Page
~ began his attempt to leave.
o These delegates would have
~ put the number ofdelegates in
~ attendance at 22. This would
,g have establisheda quorum, the
(5 minimum number ofdelegates
necessary in order for the USS
to conduct business.
This led some delegates and
other CUNY student leaders,
including a few Baruch stu-
dents, to try to stop LaMarre
from leaving the building. The
quarrel reached a climax with
many students screaming at
LaMarre and his staff when
they attempted to take an el-
evator to the lobby.
Some students, including
Chivon Thornhill, of Baruch's
Day Session Student Govern-
.. .





In Minoo "Sow" gate's letter entitled, "Don't defend the indefensible," she referred to the word Z,
"Jew'" as a racial epithet. Why does she consider the word "Jew" to be a racial slut? It cannot be 9
compared to the word "dago." "Jew" is a term to refer to someone ofthe Jewish faith, but "Hymie" to
is a negative epithet. If"Jew" is a racial slur, then is it a racial insult to say, "the six million Jews ~
killed in the Holocaust," right?
As a former student/victim ofMinoo's ENG 2150 class; I remember writing essays, and having
them returned to me in a totally butchered state; with my text being changed into her erroneous
interpretations ofit. I can see that she has done the same thing to Dr. Jefferie's brilliant speech.
I guess she missed the part where the "Head Jew'" himself said to Dr. Jefferies, "Len, everybody
knows rich Jews helped finance the slave trade."
Richard Sandler
9
A Faculty Member's Perspective
The New American Nation
Theopinions expressed on the Op-Edpages are tt~se of the individual writers, and dO not
necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The TICker,accep1S"only .
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of not more than 750words·from~ College
students. Publication of Op-Eds is contingent upon an editorialboard vote.. Letters must be
no more than 350 words and signed. Names will be withheld upon request. Address all
--peceslo the Op-Ed Editor.
Multicultural, Not Racist
To the Editor:
I attended a Prof. Jeffriesspeech on Multicultural education on ThursdayOctober 17 at Baruch
College.
To make a comparison to anyone I would venture to compare Dr. J. , as he calls himselfand his
militant looking team to the'1Jlack Hebrews" in the Times Square area. He is a persuasive
revisionist who attacked the founding fathers ofour nation, Abe Lincoln, Martin LutherKing, and
even the history behind the statue ofliberty. Dr. J. seems to believe it is most important that the
4000 year old man recentlyfound encased in ice had a large amount ofmelanin in his skin(though
he fails to mention that long exposure to the sun can cause that) and he doesn't sem to find it
important that black Africa after thousands ofyears still has' no democracies. .
Honestly, I hope that ourpublic school textbooks are revised to make them more multicultural,
but not at the expense of others, be they Mricans,Oriental~Christians,Jews,Moslems,etc.
S.C.Holland
be no change, and so the sti- are tolerant and willing to un-
By Arthur Lewin fling,stultifyingstatusquowill derstand that in your exuber-
Professor Donald H. Smith, remam. anceforyour"cause7"youmade
chairperson of the Education - The fixation on Dr. [Leonard] a mistake. Can you not do the
Department, is one ofthe tall- Jeffries and what he has said same?
est and sturdiest trees on the and what he "really meant" That odious six-letter word,
academic landscape ofthis col- will getus absolutelynowhere. the most hateful term one can
lege and this nation. He is a Professor Seth Lipner in the use to refer to my people, is
seiloiar M the Eliat raJt.k,.-~2j...eftms J'8pet" ~8ta1K¥Y benciied about fQr ."--"-'', --, .,h__ ' --
,-whether you-measur~-4lUlltty "deittared;--referriDg to Diane '"-musttati~ PWjkisss».I!'and-in
and quantity of research or Ravitch as the 'Texas Jew is the movies and teJevision, as if
leadership in takingotherwise no more defensible than Call- itwerenothing. Thoughgriev-
sterile academic theoryandas- ing a black man 'nigger." This ously hurt every time we hear
siduously applying it to issues strange logic is also employed it, we take it, because we are
ofvital concern to the nation. inProfessor[MinoolSouthgate tolerant and because we have
I say this because our es- of the Law Department's com- much more important things
teemed colleague has recently ment that appears below to worry about. Our holocaust
come under unjustified attack, Lipner's. She says, "Take is not behind us. Our holo-
in these pages, for fostering a Jeffries'reference to Professor caust is now. SiXty million,
genuine discussion ofthe topic Bernard Sohmer as 'the head yes, sixty million have fallen
of multiculturalism. I wholly Jew at City College.' Substi- so far, and we are falling like
support his position and share tute the epithets 'nigger' and leaves all the time. Our youth
his concern that unless we ini- 'dago' for the epithet 'Jew' and by the millions are being mis-
tiate a sincere dialogue, fol- construct similar phrases. For" educated, mis-directed and ul-
lowed by sincere and massive example, you may refer to Dr. timately incarcerated. We are
correctiveactiontorevampand Jeffries as the 'head nigger in living in a 'Babylon, and we
broaden the curriculum on ev- theBlackStudiesDepartment,' 'cannot return, and so we have
ery level, we will lose an entire 'or to Dr. Mario Perrone as Cthe nochoicebuttostrugglemight-
generation of American stu- head dago' in the Romance ily to fashion this land into a
dents. Languages Department." Zion for everyone.
Todayoverone-quarter ofthe These.trulyastonishing com- When last we were on the
nation's population is com- ments are an outrage, Not' march in the '50's and '60's,
prisedofpeoplesofcolor. About only do they pander to the bas- Jews, Catholics, gays and oth-
halfof our children are black, est instincts, they make no ers suddenlyfound themselves
Latino, or Asian, and the ma- sense whatsoever. "Jew"is not being acceptedinto the Ameri-
jority are female. If we con- an epithet. The equivalent of, can mainstream, as a by-prod-
tinue with a canon that fabri- "Head Jew" is "Head Black" or uct and a corollary of our ti-
cates and extolls white male "Head Italian: not the base tanic efforts. 'We are on the
accomplishments and contri- ethnic .slurs employed above. move once more, and when we
butions, wearecourtingdisas- Drs. Lipner and Southgate, are done this time, America
ter. where is your sense ofpropor- will finally flower and become
While all can agree in theory tionality, your sense of fair- ~what she was said to be when
that the curriculum is flawed, ,ness? What you have said, she was created.
once substantive dialogue com- ,both in its content and its cal- The battleground this time
mences people are attackedfor lous disregard for the feelings around is the minds of our
what they say and how they of other peoples, is far more young. We must fully engage
have said it, and for who they odious than anything said by a110fiheminwhattheydoand
, have or have not condemned Jeffries. Note, though, no one learn in school. We at Baruch
for what they have said and, hasaskedforyourresignation College' have a sacred duty.
how they have said it. Ifwe or your .censure. Why? Be- Weareverilypositionedatthe
cannot speak freely, there will cause, though deeply hurt, we Continued on Page 11
Mr. EDITORListen,
To The Editor:
I am writing with regards to your article entitled "Students
CritizeRapeForum"byJonathan Loringpublished inyour issue
dated October 17, 19991. I refer specifically to the paragraph:
"Thornhill's comments, referring to the difference between ac-
quaintance rape and rape by astranger, were interpretedby the
mostly female audience as saying that because a woman knows
a man, sbeis consenting to have sex with him."
Let us analyze these comments andSee the level to which The
Ticker has plunged.. I,ChivonThombill, beingofsoundbody,and
mind, remember this so called rape forum. I say comment
because I was only allowed to 'speak once. The only &>mment I
made was with regards to alleged rape victimsbeing treated as
defendants on the witness stand.
I have no gripe with howmy fellow students took my comment
on our court system, but it becomes a serious problem when
references are made to comments which were not made. As a
matter of fact it is a more serious problem when people are
responding to comments that were never made. Thus, there is
no misrepresentation ofthe truth but a blatant lie. I would be
asking for a correction if I thought tbere was a mistake made.
But it was no mistake because ofthe News Editor (Eric Loyola)
had a tape of my one, single, only comment. For an outright lie
an apology is needed. So I am askingfor an apology Mr. Editor.
Eric Loyola was the only member ofThe Ticker staffpresent at
the allegedrape forum, so how did Johnathan Loring write this
article? After talking to Loring the truth became quite clear.
Loyola listened to the tape and then gave false statements to
Loring. Loring, since he was not at the alleged rape forum, and
since he did not listen to the tape of my single comment, was
duped into writing a pack oflies by Iris boss, News Editor Eric
Loyola.
I devoutly hope that this abuse ofpower and manifestation of
these lieswill be looked intoand dealtwith seriously. Itisavery





implicit use of natural law in judicial decisions gives legal
standing to Catholic theological complaints about "unnatural"
sex. Using the pretext of natural law, the- Catholic hierarchy
opposes birth control, sex hygiene items such as condoms, sex
education in schools, abortion, masturbation, and homosexual-
ity. Their real motive is to make people suffer for having sex.
They still believe virginity is best and that all sexual inter-
course, even within marriage, is somehow impure and regret-
table. Yet celibacy practiced by the Catholic hierarchy is justas
unnatural as birth control.
In Asia 2,400 years ago the Chinese philosopher Lao-tse
objected toToads, carriages, andboatsas unnatural. Clothesare
contrary to nature yet make man healthier than the naked
savage who goes without clothing.
Today we support the idea ofinherenthuman rights but these
are quite different from natural law. Since the Judea-Christian
basic cosmological model is essentially monarchial, only ac-
quired, andmore specifically, bestowedrights-which are revo-
cable-can be found in the Bible and many rights therein are
ethnic group or gender based.
Let's not return to the Dark Ages under the rubric of natural
law.
. _ • _ .. _. _ Cl>' • ' .•••.•.•• ~ - , 7" •• r' • • • f 1" -. ,., •.~ "'. 4" , " •. 'f •.• .,.. .. ~ ·_"_·_·_.~· #.~~f~"~!_".·_~'_'.,1-_·••·..f!,:fJ_:_~_:~.·_~~ ';2~!"';.
ChivonThornhi))
Jim Senyszyn
New Day of Atonement
To the Eclitor:
In the following interview with Professor Wyschogrod, there
was the following sentence: ,
"There is racism among all whites, but there is less among
Jews than among others."
Get ReaL '
One would think that the historical persecution of the Jews
would make them a little more understanding toward Black
people, and other ethnic ~oupswith a similar past. Not so.
The Jews supposedly are the chosen people ofGod, but many
of them (especially the .dim) are really the epitome of
. hypocrisy.
It was minutes after
forgiveness of all sins is ked) that a confrontation amongst
blackresidents, police, and .dimoeeurredmCrownHeights.
In one section ofthe throng, there were Hasidim using profane
language and smoking cigarettes. This behavior was not sur-
prising, but I would not have expected it soon after the passing
ofone ofthe highest Holy Days (which I also observed). Would











































Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.
editor-in-ehief
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the multicultural agenda in its present form?
The "security" measures that were taken once the
audience was inside the auditorium were offensive.
Adrien Percy, Jr. didn't do much to make everyone feel
right at home, with empty threats of expulsion and
arrest. Since when does Jeffries get more protection as
a citizenthan anyoneelse speaking? Not to mention the
fact that students and faculty were there because they
had open minds and were willing to hear what Jeffries
and the other panelists had to say. We are not animals,
Mr. Percy. We're human beings.
Finally~ nothing could have been in poorer taste than
to have the contestants of the Mutlicultural Carnival
Queen contest paraded in front of a clearly shocked
audience, only to hear Kenley John, president of Club
Caricom, saythat this ethnicallydiverse group ofwomen
represented multiculturalism. The carnival was a good
idea, and we don't mean to take away from that, but it
was out of place (to say the least).
We only hope that the next time a panel on
multiculturalism is held there is true diversity of opin-
ion and respect for those in attendance.
seem to be here only to make sure Baruch students don'
get out ofhand. This is getting redundant, but we ar
not animals! When prospective employers visit ou
campus, we don't want their impression to be that thi
is a zoo ()J' a prison. That may be where Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds wants us, but we're not there yet, 'Don'
rush us.
How many times have homeless people literally uri
nated right in front of the 23 St. building? Where wer
the officers then? Baruch College security exists t
protect its students. Ifthe 13th precinct wants to help
fine. But if it wants to harass us, it should not expe
compliance.
became engaged in a shoving match with LaMarre's
associates. The attempts by some in attendance to say
that this might be blown out of proportion by the press
were irresponsible as well. Do you mean to tell us that
this sortoflunacy does not occur at every tJSS meeting
held in the past year? We have heard the yelling that
goes on. W~ have seen the literal spitting and cursing Roslyn Bernstein
and tetallaek-of~peet-bothf~rand~omtAe-'cbair.,., "--, 'Ailsa SObnon
Because a meeting was never offiClally called, the ' consuftanfs
USS left relatively early on that night, sparing the
elevators further damage or delay. We were glad to see
them go.We hope our own administration sees fit to ban
this body from returning to Baruch until it learns to
respect itself and its host. '~_.
EDITORIALS
There are a number ofobservations we noted concerning the
panel discussion on multicultural education which was held
at Baruch on Oct. 17. The panel's most controversial speaker
was City College Professor Leonard Jeffries, whose presence
angered Jewish students on campus.
Those looking to attack Jeffries at the first hint of anti-
Semitism in his 100 minute presentation were either disap-
pointed or found themselves digging to find somethingbad to
say. In fact, the worst thing that could be said about Jeffries'
presentation was that it was way too long. Apparently
somebody forgot to ten him that this was a panel discussion,
and not -rheLeoIiard Jeffries Show," This served to the
detriment of those in attendance who were sincerely looking
forward to an honest, open discussion on the merits and
challenges ofexpanding the curriculum. Jeffries' speech cut
into the most important and interesting part of any panel
discussion- the question and answer period, which was done
away with as weary students just went home as soon as he
was done.
Another problem we had with the panel was its ironic lack
of diversity ofopinion. Isn't a panel supposed to provide the
audience with opposing viewpoints so that both sides of an
issue can be covered? Why didn't anyone on the panel oppose
8
And Don't COIne Back!
To Serve and Protect?
Ifyou haven't noticed by now, police have been stationed
outside of Baruch College ever since the attempted building
takeovers last semester. A popularexpression usedto describe
the mission of police officers is "Te Serve and Protect," How-
ever, the mission ofthese officers seems tobe "To Serve (others)
and Contain (us)."
We do not appreciate the events that took place on Oct. 22,
when a Baruch senior and his friend were arrested for "disor-
derly conduct." The friend was arrested after he had already
complied with an officer's request to back off. As the student
was arrested, he was pushed by the officer even though his
arms were fully extended in an act of compliance with the
authority. It was a repulsive sight.
Usually people fight for police 'protection, but these officers
The University Student Senate brought its unique brand of
politics to Baruch College on Oct. 24. We were not impressed.
Chairman Jean c. LaMarre showed an unprecedented
amount of callousness by walking out on a meeting where a
quorum could have been established. By leaving, LaMarre
showed that he does not respect his opponents enough to face
them even at a meeting of the USS. This stretches the limits
ofhiscredibitity, 'which is already in' serious qaestionwith
allegations of overspending and election rigging.- Because'
LaMarre left, and for no othercredible reason, the USS was not
able to conduct business that night,
The near riot that ensued as LaMarre attempted to leave the
building was an exercise in stupidity. Weare appalled at the



















cameto me, to ask me why I ~
did what I did. Once they lis- .g-
tened,they understood and ~
thanked me for talking with?
them. «)
Now, with Professor WhitJ: CO
, ......
err..• I mean Jefiiies coming to
Baruch. Percy and his "secu-
rity»brigade demandedsilence
when Mr. Non-seholar of the
year came .to Baruch. I only
. wish, the real Dr. J, the great .
basketball player, with an out-
standing intellect to match,
talked about multicultural
education, not this bigot.
Perhaps, the rest of us can
callout these faucets of hate,
and shut them down. I've seen
what Kahane's brand of filth
has done to fellow Jews. It
makes me want to hold my
head in shame. However, it
. also makes me want to attack
back, with honesty, integrity,
and hopefully a lot .of truth. I
ask others to please help me.
Don't get caught. in a down-








rope.- I yelled out, -romor·
row" ( .I understand, not the
best rank out word around).
He said, -You better shut up
boy or else you'll 'get thrown
out now," I responded, - tha~s
okay, you're nothing, I'll leave
now,"
By getting thrown out, and
not stickingaroundtotake part
in a Q&A session that would
put someone with a lisp and a
heavy Brooklyn accent, (yours
truly), against a mass'of hot-
air, who wouldspitoutlie after
lie to win his case, they know I
won.
ing as far as bashing the pro-
test for taking away from such
an "important topic."
Goldstein churned the focus on
Jefferies should be put in the
background and the "topic at
hand" shouldbe givenfirst pri-
ority. As a Jew, Goldstein
shouldbemoreoutragedat the
presence of an anti-Semite on
campus, and not to view the
opportunity with enthusiasm.
Mathew Goldstein has become .
a traitor to his own Jewish
heritage. All this from a man
who lost relatives in the holo-
caust. I guess some people will
never learn their lesson.
The first step in ending this
controversy must be the firing
of Jefferies. As for the follow-
ers ofJefferies, they are show-
ing either confusion, complete '
ignorance or blatant anti-
Semeticandr8cislfeelings.We
must overcome all ofthisifwe
are going to take on the issues .' ,
ofmulticulturalism-insensible'
and moderate basis. That
me8J)8 without the ~sm, .
without the America bashing .
and most importantly, with-
out Leonard Jefferies and his
message of hate, racism and
lies.
Leonard Jeffries i-s nothing
but a pathological liar and,
a hate monger.
ofteaching our nations youth..
He has instead used this op-
portunity to preach his brand
ofhatred, racism, and lies in a
classroom setting.Hehasgiven
a black eye to the whole profes-
sion of teaching.
. As for the six black clubs
thatsponsored the forum there
is now no going back. They
have committed themselves to
accepting and respecting out-
right racist and anti-Semetic
, J
slanders as part of their mes-
sage.' There can be no reason-
able hope ofunderstandingbe-
o tween black and Jewish stu-
dents or black and white stu-
dents, when the Jefferies of
the world are brought in to
represent the black vote on
campus.Thetwominute stand-
ing ovation that Jefferies re-
ceived was the .stamp of ap-
proval ofJefferies raci~t slan-
ders and lies.
The controversy ofthis mat-
ter posed an interesting first
test of our newly appointed
President, MathevlGoldstein.
rmsadtosaythathehasfailed
his first. test miserably.
Goldstein showedgreatenthu-:
siasm for the forum, even go-
said such things. Sorry Lenny,
it's a little too late for that.
Then there are the facts that
Jeffries never got his doctorate
and has never published any-
thing in an academic journal
or mainstream publication.
This all points to the fact that
Jeffries is nothing but a lying
fraud.
This so called Forum of
Multicuturalism represented
nothing but America bashing




mas Jefferson, Abraham lin-
coln, and yes even George
Washington wereinsultedand
put down in front ofthe racous
crowd. The round table discus-
sion contained no balance as
each speaker applauded
Leonard Jeffries and tried to
outdo each other in attacking
American virtues and institu-
tions. The forum was a com-
plete farce and a day ofshame
for everybody associated with
Baruch.
I'm deeply troubled by the
fact that the Muticulturalism
forum was co-sponsoredbythe
black and Latino Faculty of
Baruch. By sponsoring this
program of hate, led by
J~trerie~the black and Latino
Faculty members have de-
graded themselves. Jefferies
represents a poison in his oc-
cupation. He hasthe respected
and ever so important position
shouldbeinterpertedas,·O~
Footsoliderof Islam is better
than 50 good men.»
This line ofspeech, fits right
in with my acquaintance's re-
marks. It also leads me to my
opinion that his fundamental
Islam, is here, to rain havocon
those who aren't Muslim.
speeted others opinions. They I would like to shed some
could live in peace with people lightonanotherofPercy'scom-
like me. ments that evening. He said
To those members of the Is- any studentwhocallsout while
lamicfaith, the followingis not the forum is takingplacewould
a judgement on your eharac- be exspelled. .
ter. Just like some ofmy fore- .Questions, both ofa satirical
fathers (Jews)have done some and an on the level nature,
wicked things. Some ofyours, have been asked: Who made
as well as others, have had AdrienPercy,Jr.DeanAdrien
some whowerebadPeople. The Percy,Jr.?WhatdidPercysnd
majority oftheir faults, do not Iris cohorts have to hide? Why
shedblood on our hands. How- did Baruch College allow rent-
ever, there are thugs in our a-thugs to roam the audito-
midst who we must control. rium while the forum took
Otherwise, the professional place. Don't we have our own
haters, on all sides, will eat us seCurity?'
alive. Last year,' Percy and Phi
AdrienPercy, Jr. might win Beta Sigma, brought to school
the award, ifone was given, for to speak Khailla Abdul
Baruch's top professional Muhummad. Currently, he is
hater. While I have had some Rev. Louis Farakhan's' na- I will argue that the
heatedverbaldiscussionswith tionalassistant. Farakhan's, Muhummad's, American Nation
him in the past, I am only glad Like this year, the audito- Stokley Charmichael's etc. do Continued from page 2
that he showed his true self to riumwasfull. Percy, was there not go on their tour-de-farces crossroads,at theloom wherein
all at the Multicultural Forum kissing Farakhan's disciples to please blacks. They go, 00 the multi-colored strands of
that took 'place on Thurs. Oct., and his rent-a-thug security. pounce on non-Muslims, they American ethnicity are being
17. Most people there were pre- onlyhopeJews, whohave gone fashioned into the fabric ofthe
Percy, co-M.C. at the event dominantly, black, clappingat to public schools all their life, New American Nation.
and in his own words a proud every whim Muhummad said. that have not taught them a I fully support my colleague
Muslim, referred to a speaker They loved his brand ofrevi- dam thing about·their heri- Dr. Michael Wyschogrod'scall
attheforumasanF.O.I. When sionist history and misquota- tage. They go to make sure) for dialogue. The Black and
he said the phrase, "one F.O.I. tion of Biblical passages. He these Jews leave that evening Latino Alumni Association is
is better than 50 good men."; made them feel good about hating themselves as well as joining with the Jewish Fac-
many in the audience just themselves at the expense of. hating other Jews, much, ulty Association to sponsor an
'laughed and said, "huh?". I manyethnic groups, especially . much, more. "Open Forum on
gritted my teeth. I knew what my own. . "Where the Nation of Islam's Multiculturalism at Baruch
he meant. One Pruit ofIsl~, - One crl'his li\h;~"ofcourse, you loss was, was society's gain. and Beyond" in early Novem-
,is-better' than"50~gexxf men.·kno~~~hEit-4.\SJik~naZic-;re~s-·-·~r"Miilium~aaleft~·-Tenow· -'ber:-'"As-vI-:''Wy'sclmgiad has.,
This is well known phrase that evolved from the caves ofEu- students, all of them black,' aptJY..obSeiYe~crt-iSonljwhen
human beings sit around the
table and share their percep-
tions and their problems that
progress can be made." (Ticker
10/2/91)
Arthur Lewin is the chair-
person ofthe Black andLatino
Faculty Association. ofBaruch
College.




Hatred and Bigotry Inside Our System
By~eHabert
Koreans are the enemies of
the black people. The slave
trade in Denmark was run out
ofa Jewish place ofworship in
Amsterdam. Whites axe 'infe-
rior to blacks becauseofa lack
of melanin in their skin. The
Mafia and the mob financed a
Hollywood empire created by
Jews to keep the black man
down in America. What do all
these statements and ideas
have in common? Leonard
Jeffries. These statements are
nothing but lies and slander.
They are also the worst kind of
lies. Lies which areintended to
bring about and breed hatred,
resentment, and in this case a
racist ideology. Leonard
Jeffriesis nothing buta patho-
logical liar and hate monger.
Jeffries has claimed to be a
major contributor to Alex
Haley's book "Roots". When
Haley heard this he said he
nevermetJeffries, neverheard
of Jeffries, and Jeffries con-
tributed nothing to his work.
Jeffrieshas also beenproven a
liar in his claim ofa synagogue
in Amsterdam that existed as
a major center of the slave
trade. Howard L. Adelson, a
CCNY History Professor dis-
proved any shred of evidence
that such a place ever existed.
It seems to be another case of
Jeffii~vividimagination. Also
as far as Jeffries Theories of
black superiority, he now says
he was misquoted and never
A man from Kurdistan, once





view of the world would be,
"the world is divided into two
parts. The wold ofIslam,where
everything is beautiful and
peaceful. and the world of the
sword, where since everything
is hedonistic, should be at-
tacked and killed."
My acquaintance continued,
"only when Muslims axe in the
western world, as a minority,
can they indulge in the society
around them. However, you
should know, that the funda-
mentalist always understands
that either in his lifetime or in
that of his offspring, the fun-
damentalists will rise up to
conquer the society around
them."
This man instilled a fear into
me. .After all, I've always gone
to school with a few Muslims,
they have always been cordial
and honest with me. I only
hope they could say the same
about me. However, to my
recollection, they didn't actlike
the fundamentalist Muslim
.. IeadershipofSaudi ~bi~ .or
Iran or Libya that you see on
T.V. They listened and re-
RESERVE YOUR SPACE I!!
(Dr. T. Heris)
- Thursdays: December 5th and 12th, 1991
(Dr. P. Imbimbo)
- Thursdays: November 14th and 21st, 1991
(Dr. T. Hens)
- Thursdays: September 26th and OCtober 3, 1991
(Dr. P. Imbimbo)
- Thursd_ay~: October 17th and 24th, 1991
(Dr. T. Heris)
- Thursdays: October 31st and November 7th, 1991
- Developlnq Intimate Relationships and Safe Sex Practices
Thursdays; October 31st, November 14th, December 5th & 1'9th, 1991
1:00-2:30 PM; Globus Lounge; 360 Park Avenue South; Room 1704
F.) LIFE SKILLS FOR THE 90'S (Dr. J. Ruffin and HELPLINE/Peer Counselors)
In these 2-sessions workshops, students will learn what it takes to make a good decision about majors and careers. They will view a
videotape, take a vocational test and discuss issues of Concern. L.J,U,~~JiIUJ.:~~~:.-.L.II~lII'...II~lIC....l-~
Come to see a \/id~ on ~lIeg~ students and sex; a~s~ss your level of risk for sexually transrntteo diseases (STD's); and participate
In a diSCUSSIOn of how to develop intimate relationships and .sate sex practices.
E.) EXPLORING CAREERS
DAY WORKSHOPS- FALL-1991
Thursday; December 5, 1991; 1:00-2:00PM
D.) COPING WITH CHANGE (Dr. S.S. Tien)
Tuesdays, 2:30-3:30 PM (Attend one, two or more sessions)
October 15, 1991 - Test T~ingWtthout Fear & About Math Anxiety
II October 22, 1991 -About AIDS
Thursday; October 17, 1991; 1:00-2:30 PM
Thursday; October 24, 1991; 1:00-2:30 PM
G.) VIDEO PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION SERIES (Mr. P. Tribaudi)
c.) ASSERT YOURSELF (Dr. E. Sato)
Thursday; OCtober 24, 1991: 1:00-2:00 PM
Person al adjustment and growth - focusing, specifically on Assertiveness Training and Communication Skills.
A fun and very soothing workshop that (will help you to learn relaxation techniques and increase your overall success potential.
B~) ASIAN STUDENTS WORKSHOP (Dr. W.O. Cheng)
III October 29, 1991 - Improving Your Self-I'mage
Counseling and Psychological services
Room1 737 360 Park Avenue South (between 25th and 26th 51.)
Monday through Friday 9Am-5pm Evening hours are available by appointent only
Call (212) 447-3521; 9AM - 5PM
A.) ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH LESS STRESS (Mr. P. Tribaudi)
Tuesday: OCtober 8th, 1991; 2:30-4:00 PM
Thursday: October ron, 1991; 1:00-2:30 PM
Change can lead to problems. This workshop will help the student who is facing difficult changes in shoot. at w.ork, at home or in a
relationship. Workshop exercises will help familiarize the student with the stages of change and how to manage them positively.
There will be two sessions for this workshop. In the first session we will become familar with the meaning of assertive, non-assertive and
aggressive behaviors. In the second sessions we will practice behaving assertively.
A series of video presentations on various topics of concern to college students. Come and learn new information and share ideas
with the opportunity for informal discussion in a supportive atmosphere; You can come to only one meeting or come all 3 weeks.


































21, two days following the
incident. He said that the
rioting and fighting was going
on with the same intensity it
had on day one. He also stated
. that he saw one black picketer
holdinga sign that said"Hitler
didn't do his job."
Gourevitch actively sought
an angle for his coverage and
had asked himself, "What was
themiddle ground?" Heclearly
stated that he had trouble in
telling this story because his
primary concern was covering
the issue with balance .and I
giving both sides equal say.
Gourevitch had also made it
clearthat these twogroupshad
never even spoken to each
other, He c:l ted one
conversation he had had with
a black resident of Crown
Heights by saying that the
person did notevenknowabout
the Shabbat, the" traditional
Jewish day of rest.
He concluded his comments
bysaying-rbeenemy isreally
anybody who is' going to
identify somebody because he .
isblackorJewish and saylet's
kill him."
The next journalist was
r
Ticker
By LeDDyViglotti about a black man, you are Sheryl McCarthy, whose Virshup,featureseditorforThe thesamepiece,theydescribed
In the midst of a scorching setting him up for a lynching. column appears everyMonday Village Voice. Virshup noted the Hasidies as -pe8.ceful and
Augu.st summer evening, a Baisden also said that one and Wednesday in Newsclay. that the Crown Heights innocent."
Brooklyn community as should-watchhismouth"when . Initially, McCarthy did not incident happened while the McPherson stated tha-t the
opposite as black and white, discussing any of the issues want to write about the CrownVoUehadalreadygone topress coverage .by The New York
was torn apart by what some that pertain to these two Heights incident because she for that week. "The Voice had Times was -racially biased an
viewedasa mere car accident. entities. hadjustdoneaseriesofarticles a difficult timeindecidinghow pointedoutthat The New York
The developments that Baisden stated that the concerning racial themes on totell thestory,"saidVirshup. Times has very little minority
followed thisaccideritsparked Crown Heights incident was theLeonard Jeffries issue. But She reasoned that sinceThe representation on their staff
murder, hatred, violence, "immigrant versus she felt obligated to report on Voice ser.ves many and editorial board.
claims ofracial bias, and laid. immigrant," andmade hisfinal it. constituencies, including the McPherson also stated. that
the foundation for a wall that point by saying that "racial McCarthy questioned why blackand-Iewishcommunities, TheNewYorkTimes described
will split the community for solvency" is the best approach these people were rioting and the question of whose side of a group ofyoung black rioters
many more years to come. in alleviating the tension in linked the rioting to the high the storyshouldhavebeen told as "a roving band of angry
On Monday, August 19, a car Crown Heights. unemployment rate when and what angle in the story blacks,"andshoweditsbiasby
driven by Yosef Lifsch, a 22 "Car accidents that kill are throughresearch.It turnedout was important. statingthat theHasidic rioters
year old Hasidic man, struck not part of Hasidim," said the that two thirds of all the Virshup also stated that the were"counterdemonstrators."
and killed a seven year old next speaker, Philip arrested rioters, were media had become the enemy The Daily News stated in
black child named Gavin Cato Gourevitch, aNew York unemployed. "They riot during the Crown Heights one of their stories an the
and injured hls seven year old correspondent for The becausetheyhavenothingelse incident. Crown Heights affair thatcAn
cousin Angela Cato, in Crown Forward. which is a weekly to do," McCarthy said. The final speaker was Colin angry band of blacks roamed
Heights, Brooklyn.' paper which deals with McCarthy also criticized McPherson, a media critic, the street," but described the
Immediately following the Am~rican-Jewishissues.' black community leaders and representing FAI.R. The Jewishriotersas"patrolingthe
accident,a~yearoldHasidic Gourevtich arrived in Crown said that they are not doing focus of McPherson's street." McPherson concluded
man named Yankel enough to encourage black comments were on theissue of that die coverage of the
Rosenbaum was stabbed to "'T'h youthstoworkandgotoschooL media bias. incident was racially bias,
death by two black menwhile ..l.., e enemy is McCarthy also compared the McPherson's criticisms were therefore making the coverage
sitting in his car in the Crown Crown Heights situation to . directed mainly towards The ofthe issue unfair.
Heights area: What followed really anybody that of a troubled marriage. New York Times. In one ofits The forum fielded several
. w~:re.~l'~_~tr:!0tlng;Protest:s, .• "'There is eonstrucrlve and stories on the Crown Heights questions and was closed'out
mediacoy~?U~:-rii.pre.j~iQIen.ce.-.·~.·:'····~-W·"·{lAO".' --Z'-S'.....g."0'"'l·--ng'''-'·l7)':-..:destlaeti.:Jfgfx1;ttag;=i1b btla. • ·dIm fIJI ......""O~ . , Ft v .. _. ,._, _ _. __,- _~ t; :nedew-Yd7t~ :by~ Ds:'ris; at» said, ..:-:.~.:._~-:..:..~~~-~~.:~.::-:--=
andevenmoremediacoverage. . listens to eacn ot1ier:""' .- (Jescri6eat'tiiDIiCl[ iiows·.8j·-----rhe rac.-arrnot-tIletrUtl1.,. ,
On Thursday, ,October 24, identitv The next speaker was Amy "holy irrational" and later in
Baruch College presented-rIle "!Y
Low-Down on The Heights: b d
Covering The Brooklyn some 0 y
Controversy," as .part of the b he i
schools Journalism Lecture ecause e lS
Series, sponsored by The bl .k
Reuter Fund. ac or
The focuS of this particular ,
lecturewason the printmedia's . Jewish and say
coverage ofthe CrownHeights
r incide.nt. The event ~as let's kl-ll him " I
moderated by Enghsh .• ; i.
professors Bridgett Davis,
Alisa Solomon, and Roslyn
Bernstein, theguestsincluded,
Sheryl McCarthy, a columnist
for Newsclay, E..B. Baisden, a
columnist for Caribbean Life,
Philip Gourevitch, New York
Correspondent for. The
Forward, Amy Virshup,
features editor for The VilUJge
Voice andLionel McPherson,a
media criticfroni Fainiessand
Accuracy in Reporting. Felicia
Lee, a columnist for The New
York Times was also invited
but could not attend.
The atmosphere. at the
lecturewasrelaxed, Theguests
sat surrounded by Baruch
faculty and students. No one
knew QaCtly what was going
to transpire on this particular
Thursday afternoon.
The first guest to speak was
E..B.Baisden. Baisdenfocused
his discussion on racial
harmony and spoke of the
Hasidicandb1.ackcommunities
as two separate entities. .
Baisden also critjcized the
Anti-Defamation League by
saying that. if you say
something negative about a
Jewish man, then you are
startiriganOtberHoloc:austand
ifyou say something negative
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3. Clu b Caricom
4. DSSG
5. ·Phi Beta Sigma
6. P.R.I.D.E.
7. Retail Trade Society
8. Student Center P.S.
9.' The Ticker
1O. West Ind ian' CC
to the 23rcl St
Auditorium
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On The Club Tip_.
kind ofstatus quo. The status
Lookin' At The Front Door quo, I wanted to tell him, was
.;white skin. The unfortunate
As you venture after dark thing is that brothers and
intoclublife, youlookforplaces sisters like him continue to
to move your body and boogie pour money into
to the beat. In search of the establishments that don't
ultimate release, you look to welcome them.
free your. minds and let Why . support an
yourselves go. But unless you estahlishmentdesignedtokeep
have the "look" you won't be people. of color down in
worthy of entering certain degradation? When times get
night spots. Not everyone is tough the establishment that
privileged to party because left you in the cold will gladly
exclusivity is usually key at takeyourmoneybecausegreen Members of the Hispanic society waltl
the front door ofa club. As you has no racial ties. Don't make
pass throughtheall-important an establishment that uses . By Carlos Lopez Jr.
picking process, you wait, skin color as a criteria for Club Fair '91 was held in the Ifyou.ask me, Pablo sounds a exchanged it for a watch of a
watch and wish that pick-and- admission profitable. Student Center, during club little bitter because he,didn't different color. She was given
choose politics were dead. I spoke to several club goers hours on Oct. 17. The fair had find anyone or anything. one which wasssidbya Golden
The picle-and-ehoose door about their· experiences with a lively. carnival atm~h~re.special.~ybeneXtyearPablo. Key officer, to be "a special
policy may boost the egos of thispickingpolicy. Oneperson Itwaaagreatplaceformanytc The American Marketing watch.-Whenthefairwasover
. party goers who have what jt saidthatheoneestoodfor-hours eseapefromthedailydoldrums Associationmadethefairmore she looked ather new-watch
takes to getindoors. B~titisa infrontofaclub. HefoundittO of schoollife. -. interestingby givingeveryone only to discover that it was
false sense ofaccomplishment 'be a waste oftime and did not Many students congregated a number tag in which they missing the digital display.
tbat is felt by someone who is like the "choosing garbage." with their fellow clubmates at could leave anonymous "I was late to my class
chosen from among a crowd. Another person pointed to the. their respective tables while messages, mostly of· the because ldidn'thave thetime,"
It's always desirable to have a fact that door policies vary others just roamed around amorous nature, said a frantic Mildred, as she
crowd of people flood an wherever you go. It can be making new to others they admired. hurried to her next class.
-en:tran~ it.promotes .based on a racial Issue and/or friends. All in all, everyone "Thatwas dumb: saidRobert In response to this, Richard
-'a--ehrlY1f~1Itat_.-"- k'&~geed- --dRss-.G»de. ...A. female party_ .. _~"1~ to!~e~~F~..!-~_~_~e . y!._a sophomore who decli~ed Roberts, a spokesman for the
busirieSs·tonave'amobofclub goer mentioned th8t.ptting tbinginmind~to'baveajOOc1·~~.J@I~~ii,!,~?~1'~~,-_~~~'~~_::':':·~':-··::'7
heads degra,de themselves by indoors is easier if you. know time. - . to the mesSage system. RObert '. ' 8OC2ety;B8l upon ,
begging someone playing God the guy at the front door. As I lostmy~lf~nt~ crowd, musthave~n upset because purchase «the watches, none
at the front door. However, admission shouldbe I saw the typical JOking no one left him a message. ofthemseemedtobebroken or
Consequently, other "ameritonpresentation.(dress around amongst friends ~d Noihi,:C~re . ". :=::ii
bystanders stop, stare and code) and not skin color." overheardmanyaC(lDversa~on ~ere s no~n.gm~here S81d
wonder wbars going.on. Why bring politics into about how the Day Session Mildred Garci~a disgruntled After the Club Fair the
What's, going on in many partyiJig? We have more Student Govemment n~ver student, refemng to a watch Student Center resembled a
instances is that people who important things to worry seems to allocate suffiaent shehadwonattheGOldenKey· ghost town and tbe·t100n like
just~t to dance have to go about like the never-ending funding to clubs in nec:cL But Club table. . . Broadway after a ticker tape
throughnonsensetoboogie. It's cycle of greed keeping. people to saythat tbe ClubF81rwasa At the fair, the Golden Key parade. As for me, I el\ioyed
not even enough to look good in prisons of poverty, anger, most .i?>:ous affair is ~erely Natio~Ho~or society had a mysel(andasforPablo,Robert
and have money in .hand at ignorance andpain. 'Theircries my cpmion. Ac:cor~ng to game In which contestants and Mildred, well, better luck
some clubs, unlesstDat hand are stronger andlouder then freshm~Pablo ~ano,"It w~u1d try to catch. a watch next year.
passes a color code. It'sno any rhythm or club beat. We sucked, he added, -It was too using' a rod anei reel. Mildred -
secret that people of color are havetoworry~utthepo1itics crowded. You couldn't move." caught a bright orangeonebut
often left outside of exclusive oflife and spread the word on
spots. Practices· of prejudice the streets. We'vehad enough
plague·oursoc:ietyaridalsoprey ofexclusion. Tt's now time for
upon New York City night life. a curriculum of inclusion, It's
rve seen the looks ofdespair time for truth, justice and
and frustration on the faces of change.
brothers and siste~,as others --It's all -about power-,- -~.
receive the welcome mat. I ownership and supportingour
looked and listened in own. Why picka place to party
amazement one night to an that may not pick you because
African-Americanbrotherwho of its anti whatever-you-may-
hadbeenwaitingoutsidea club be policy? A dance is not worth
until two o'clock in the dignity, butthech~ceisyours
morning. As I stood near the . - just don't be surprised ifyou
entrance of theclub, I heard .get stuck lookin' at the front
him ask the Person handling 'door.
admission if there were some
Answers to last week's
.. -J . Comic Quiz
1- Marvel Comics
2-1941
3- Jor-El & Johnathan Kent














on the air is a result ofthat. If
more black or other students
participatein thestation, there
will be more black _or other
types of music to cater to the
audience."
MusicFest '91 is not merely a
WBMB affair, butinvolves the
participation of various clubs
from a wide spectrum of the
Baruchcommunity,including:
The American Marketing
Society, Retail Trade Society,
The Advertising Society, The
Ticker, Club CaP.,fom, West
Indian Cultural Club,
Students' Center Program




and Enlightenment, and the
Society for Human Resources
ManagementcThis is the first
projectofthiskind thatWBMB
has embarked on, and it is
planned to be an annual
Baruch's own talent.
By the way, WBMB stands
forWhereBetterMusicBegins
and can be found at 590 on
your AM dial.
. • 't J t or k I .. " JII ••• a ~ ~.- __ •
the Herbie Hancock Quartet.
Rap will presentedbyBaruch
freshman, Hakeem and the
Augustus· also noted that comedy will be supplied by
many people at the radio anotherBaruchstudentRajin.
station do little in the way of The R&B will be provided by
promotion and she feels that Baruch senior Sean Griffith.
throughMusicFest'91,Baruch The evenings special guestwill
students will "know that beTeddyB,otherwisekn()was
"WBMB is alive and here to Arthur Jamison.
benefit students." There was an initial concern
The major drawing card for about the type of music and
MusicFest '91 is the renowned audience, MusicFest'91 WIll
Calypsosuperstar, SuperBlue appeal to. "Barueh has alarge
and his Love Band. The black population," says
organizers chose to invite this .. Augustus, whoadded, "WBMB
legend and his band to Baruch has always been put into the
to highlight Calypso, a mold that we've been only
predominant art form of the trying to provide for a white
West Indies, in audience. So now we would
acknowledgementofthe strong like tobringthe blackaudience
West Indian presence at back."
Baruch. Chief Librarian,' Denise
The Dan Krimm Ensemble Cupen, suggested that the rap
will fill the jazz bill. They on WBMB comes from the fact
describe their music as that, "Primarilywhite students
progressive, modern jazz, have shown an interest in the
similar to Keith Jarrett and station, and the music played
Auditorium, from 6:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m.
MusicFest '91 is the first of
hopefully many MusicFest
productionsatBaruchanditis
a night that celebrates music
and comedy. The musical art
forms to be showcased are
Rhythm and Blues, Jazz, Rap
and Calypso. The show also
features six musicians, four of
whichareBaruchstudentsand
the other two; Baruch alumni.
WBMB is trying to accentuate
tlie positives that Baruch has
by displaying its musical as
well as comical side.
"MusicFest'91 is a goodforum
for the up and coming
performers of Baruch," says
Personnel and Promotions
Director, Gail Augustus, who
added, "It is a good way for
WBMB to become part of
Baruch."
For a career that goes the distance,
connect with us.
How far you advance in a career is often determined by the support you
receive along the way. Which is why Mel offers you an ideal setting to put your
most ambitious goals within reach.
As a company that's quickly emerged as a major player in telecommuni-
cations - and doubled in size 5 times over the past decade - we know a lot
about growth. And our continued success in an increasingly competitive
global marketplace reflects our proven ability to address the needs of our
customers, large and small.
Join us and you'll discover we're equally well able to address your needs for
challenge, growth and professional reward.
To find out more, please contact your Placement Office to find when our
representatives will be visiting your campus. An equal opportunity
employer, rn/f/h/v.
iMusic Fest '91WBMB Style
~By Sean Griffith and
a.. Lenny VIgliotti .
CD For a free Metallica album,
~ answer this question: Does
.... Baruch College have its own. ,
...... radio station? Next, for a pairm~,tiekets to see -House Party
....._ Il," whatisitcalled?andwhere
g can. it be'found on your radio
CD dial? 'Last question, for a free
:g t·shirt,what do the letters in8 the name stand for? It would
besafe to say that many ofyou
r~dingtmsmticlewou1dhave
missed out on some of these
free giveaways which WBMB,
Baruch's own radio station,
gives outover the aireveryday.
But with all of this aside, it is
now up to you to make up for
lostgroundandtakeadvantage
of WBMB's presentation of
MusicFest '91 to be held on
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Stone (Tlatoon") film "JFK."
The film is based on the book
On The Trail ofThe Assassins
by Jim Garrison.
The film will show the
assassination of President
John F. Kennedy and express
all the different theories
surrounding it. The film stars
Kevin Costner as special
investgator and later author
Jim Garrison. ' The film also
stars Sissy Spacek, Gary
Oldman,TommyLeeJonesand
Kevin Bacon.
The film was shot on location
inWashingtonD.C.,Dallasand
New Orleans. Thefilm reflects
thecommonviewofemerieans.
recent Gallup pole, 73% of
ericans do not believe the
Warren Commission's
conclusion that only one man
with one gun assassinated
President Kennedy.
Alsocominginlate November
from Paramount Pictures is
(IAll I Want For Christmas,";
starring Leslie Nielsen as a
deJJ8!in!entstoreSantaClaus•
.. STEVEWINWOOD
Back In The High Life




When you consider the best albums ofthe eighties, there are
a few that come to mind, and Steve Winwood's masterpiece,
Back In The High Life is certainly one of them.
The album rec:eiyedGrammy nmpinations for best album
andbest song. Butunfortunately didn'twin any. Thatyear's
best album went to Paul Simon's Graceland and best song
went to Robert Palmer for •Addicted To Love."
EventHoughthealbum didn'twin anyGrammys,itcertainly
did win at the record stores, going certified Platinum and
producingthe five top 40 singles, -rIle Finer Things,"CWake
Me Up- On Judgement Day," ~yLove's Leavin'," "Bac:k In
The High Life Again" and '1figher Love."
Back InThe High Life was Wmwood's fourth solo album
andmostsueeessful, though Some Winwoodfansfeel thatArc
'OIADiverwashismostdefiDitive worL. Andthen there are
some whobelieve thathe will neverbeable to top the workhe
did with Traffic, producing the two fanatastic albums, John
Barleycorn Must Die and The Low Spark Of High
Heeled BoY"
Steve Winwood has had a very prolific career, with five
Traffie albums. He was also the lead singer and co-writer
with Eric Clapton for the band BlindFai~and a solo career
from 1978 to the presentthat includes siXstudi081bUms and
a greatesthitS album titled ChroDiclelJ. All that's leftisf4
him is to re~ease. a~ set ~fall hi~greateststuft 'fhich Could
easily fill four CD's. ' ., . - . - . , .
ParamDllDt Pictures
". .
-rileAddams FamilY'OJ'" Natlonwld. on '• .,.el1lber 22.
played in "The View from the
Bridge," "Godspell," "The
Island." He was also on the
crew for various other
productions.
M.KE- another one of Roat's
henchmen', played by N.
Christopher Collins.
Christopher is a 26 -year old
Finance major. He 'had a dual
role in "Reckless," played in
"Comedy and Tr:auma," and
was the House Manager for
"The Island."
GLORIA- the little girl who
lives upstairs and helps Susy
with her shopping. She will be
play~byLucyPassante. Lucy
is a 17 year old freshman. She
has no previou.s acting
experience at Baruch, but has
.acted in High School. She has
yet to declare' a major. .
POLICE OFFICER- played
by Anthony Dacunto. This is
his first production here.
POLICE OFFICER '2,-
played by Seher Cezzaroglu.
Sehe.r Is~· 18. year~ld
fresbmanwho haSnotdeclarecl
,a m9>r yet.' This is his first
productionhere. . - -
.
ChristopherHartas thehandy couples, except, this sofa is in
servant Thing. And of course the family cemetary.
there is the perfectly casted . A quick synopsis of the story
Christopher Lloyd as the is that Uncle Fester has been
electrifying Uncle Fester. missing for the past 25 years,
directly based on the original The premise of the film is and then suddenlyappears at
cartoon version and not the simply just a comical look at the Addams mansion. Now,
1960's classic television the inner workings of an any normal family would
version, starring John,Astin. extendedAmericanfamily. Of . welcome him openly and then
Talking about starring roles, course, there is the usual complain about him whenever
veteran dramatic actor Raul eccentricities of any family. he's not around, But in this
Julia will play Gomez Addams Morticia likes to clip roses, so family you can imagine what
and the sleek and stern that she can save the thorns. the reaction will be. And
Anjelica Huston will play his ' Gomez plays chess with the whatever the reaction is, you
wife Morticia. Other popular hand-icappedservant Thing. can bet it will be funny.
roles.include John Franklin as And whellJ;b~~Quj)l~!fantto "The Addams Family," is a
Cousin It, Carel Struycken as be alone they just go sit on the Paramount release, produced
Lerch, the perfect butler, and sofa like all other American by Scott Rudin. The film is
~tl- .~'~'" :~~~~~::=~~
,>,1;1:~:~~~ debut WIth "The Addams
'~ il~~~;~1j;~. Family" even though his film
, ,f .:.:.:::"::t:.:. ':::: .,' ,
1~1*i~=f~ credits inc1
~'*....
" --''l1@mt:;:W cinematographerfor· ry,"
1
,:~:,:::x:::':::-:::::::::: "Mi C . "cru.n.... ~~ID'l:?:·::::"::. ller's rOSSIng, "' nen
.~=:.-::~:::~~ ..,- \\~~~~~it~ - Harry Met Sally," "BIg,"
\~l::~:~:::t:::j::'~::~~ "Throw Momma From The
.:::~·s:~~::::::::::f.:::·. . . .
~~*~@_=i Train" and "Raising Arizona."
..:,;::.:.:.:.:.::::;:;::::.::: Ov rail th fib . ~-
".~~::~~-::::::::~t~:::. e, e m premises "'"
',' ;~M1~@~ befunny, as well as a box office






Brothers PIctures is set to







Production: 'Wait Until Dark"
On November 22, Gomez and
Morticia will be at it again.
Wednesday and Pugsley,
. Granny, Tuily, Margaret,
Thing, Lerch, Cousin It and of
course Uncle Festerwill return
'as well, as ParamountPictures
is set to release the -motion
picture "The Addams Family."
If you've noticed there are
two names that don't sound
familiar (Tully andMargaret),
that's because the film is
By Philip Suai and hunted, and originally
-Wait Until Dark," the played by Audrey Hepburn in
FrederickKnott thrillerwhich the film will be played by Lisa '
the DepartmentofSpeech and Tamplenizza. Lisaisa 25-year
Music will Present this fall is old senior majoring in
an 8 character play set in a Education. She worked on
Greenwich Village basement costumesandpropsfor-nining
apartment. The cast was Room,"workedonmakeupand
chosen by Director Eleanor props for "GodspeU," and is
Ferrar after two days of. making her acting debut this
extensive auditions. The cast fall.
will showcase actors ranging SAMHENDRICKS-ofcourse,
from the very experienced to he's Susy's husband and he'll
complete novices. The mix of beplayedbyDonSchmidt. Don
veteransandrookies willmake isa 20yearoldtransferstudent
rehearsals interesting, but the from" St. John's University.
cast is very confident that the Thisishisfirstproductionhere.
play will be excellent. MR. ROAT- is the'bad guy
. You can find out more lookingforsomethingSusyhas.
information about the HeisplayedbyGuillermoDiaz.
performances and 'possible Guillermo is 20 years old and
openings by calling the ninth has yet to. select a major. He
floor theater in the 23rd street was an extra in the film
building at (212) 387-1345. "Greencard," played in -rile
Tickets are $4.()(fpei person, Coffin Makers," and "The
the play will run from Nov.18 Crucible."
toNov.23~anda11showsareat 'CARLINO- one of Roat's
8:00 PoM.H~s a look ath()~, henchmen biredto trick.Susy
the roles will be cast. ,," -r- ',. into handing it over. He is
, ...,_.' played by Roger Aguilera.
SUSY HENDRICKS~;,th.ft R9gerisa20yearoldComputer
. blind woman being hauitted~ '-"Programming major. He has
.I~










THIS SUMMER, YOU CAN•••
• ClIo ower 1,000 courses.
• SIucIy - faculty.
• LIve In nwIch VIllage for _ little
_ $100 per six-week session.
Make theNYU Summer
partofyouryear-
round plan. Call us
today toU free at
1-800-2484NYU,
ext. 232,

































In addition to these disappointments
is the fact that a bigdeal was made over
the use of the famous Jazz bass player
Ron Carter on the song~erses from
the abstract." Ron Carter played well
on the track but never did anything
spectacular to warrant the publicity
given to the fact he played on the song.
~ All in all The Low End Theory is a
good album to throw in the tape deck
when you want to hear Hip-Hop but
don't want to get too heavy, sort oflike
light beer.
Hip-Hop Makers A Tribe Called Quest
Jazz feel. The song is made up of a
unknown (at least to me) Jazz sample
some underlying scratches a steady
cl unkish dram beat and some
trademark abstract lyrics. But some
how this all ties in together to flow
quite smoothly.
In my opinion this album should have
been namedthe SmoothTheorybecause
that is the best way to describe thi s
work.
The Tribe basicallykept things simple,
but they got too simple (or is thatidiotic)




UH! VB! UH! "Check The Rhine" begin, - quickly followed w
ith
ya'll says A Tribe Called Quest on their mind opening snare, pedal hi
gh hat
new release The LowEnd Theory on and dry kick wi thjust the right am
ount
Jive Records. This is the Tribe's second of reverb. Throw in some s
mooth low
albu~ on Jive. They.expres~dtheir ke;lyrics(strictly A"TribeCa
lledQuest
sentiment that the Hip-Hop Industry st~e) and there you have i
t from the
has been moving towards music thatis low end.
very complicated. In order to bring Then next up you get the uh u
h uh
Hip-Hop music back to it's roots (in first single,"Check The Rhim
e," which
their opinion) the Tribe created Tile everyone should have heard
by now.
Low End Theory. Take a little organ, pluck a little
bass,
What does this theory consist cf? kick some kick and add some re
verb to
According to Q-Tip the low end theory a tight snare along with a side stick hit.
consists of the very back bone of Hip- Blow some horns then call
up Steve
Hop. Miller to get permission for
a sample
What back bone? The back bone is and you have the formula for th
is track.
what makes you shake your booty on This is the first song that
began the
the dance floor. The back bone is made swaying of this writar to th
e Quest
ofafunky bass line, hardhitting drums camp. I consider this
the first
and a man (or could be a woman) with respectable (which tran
slates to
a Mic and a message to deliver. Thus purchasable) song that I h
eard from
creating the best effect with the least Tribe.
complications. Now, does Quest follow Rounding out my minim
um three
this theory? listenable songs on a albu
m up for
Starting from track number one, purchase consideration requirem
ent is
"Excursions," The Low End Theory is a track named "Jazz (we've
got)." This
definitely in effect. A bass line with title comes as no surpris
e because
straight up tooth filling shaking status everything on the album ha
s a distinct .
and Joe Morton starred in
previous works bySayles, and
he feels he can portray the
character better if he knows
the actor.
"City of Hope" has an
interwinding story line and
plenty of characters to give it
coherence. Nothingquite stops
the pace of this movie, even
though we're bombarded with
turmoil after turmoil. The
despair of the political system
isportrayedin this film in such
a way that makes you look at
our system from a different
point of view.
John Sayles makes a riveting
impactin the plotwhich marks
thefact that thecalvarydoesn't
usually come over the hill in
real life, and that hope is the'
only factor.
~ budgetfrom RCAPictures. He
grew up watching television
and movies, unlike the model
person who would entertain
themselves reading.






Sayles uses the ongoings of
everyday life in his on-screen
dramas, especiallyinhislatest
modern day American epic.
But John Sayles comes out
from behind the camera toplay
Carl in "City of Hope," and he
says that he remains totally
objective when he editshisown
pieces.
Sayles likes to work with the
same talent. Vincent Spano
andNickspendtheirfirst night
together, she reaches into her
drawer for protection. When
Nick sees the drawer full of
condoms, Angela says, "A girl
can dream, can't she?"
But back to the problems.
Angelahasa disabled son that
she does therapy with every
night. She is a waitress-and 8
college student. Her ex-
husband Ri2Z0 drives by her
apartment every night to see
what she is up to.
Writer and director John
Sayles wrote the rough draft
for "CityOfHope
7Jin twoweeks,




Hudson City, New Jersey is He has yet to forgive his
basically an urban communal father for the death of'his older r'
town like any other, with uL brother, who died in the
economic social and political Vietnam War, persuaded by
problems: his' father "to do the right
Nick Rinaldi, (Tony Lo thing."
Bianco) one not so typical guy, But in this town ofcorruption
tries to make a change in his thereisoneman with integrity,
life and shatter the three ring Councilman Wynn (Joe
circus of problems. He quits Morton) tries to take on the
his job and attempts to break city big shots and comes to a
free ofresponsibility. He tries crossroadswhenaracialattack
to pay back his debts, occurs. Wynn is torn between
unfortunately not to society, believing the respected college
but a bookie. professoror the alleged victim,
Nick's father, Joe, (Vincent a young boy named Desmond.
Spano) tries to help him out. But even in a city plagued
But Joe only tries to strike a with problems, there is always
deal with corrupt politicians, room for love. Angela, a very
~"'Ir- .
and he calls this helping. And, attractive young woman falls
l'
Nick shuns his fathers help. for Nick. And, when Angela Joh
n Sayles' latest "City OfHope. "
~-~-------'-~--':"--':"':""~.....:.--_--,----,--
-,-~------------,---,-~-:--:---::-;-~-
City Of Hope; Starring Vincent Spano, Tony Lo Bianco,
John Sayles and Angela Bassett; Written It Directed by John









LAST "BAR" ON EARTH
6- "FINALLY"
Ce Ce Peniston
7- "OPEN YOUR HEART"
Ceybil Jeffries
8- "RIDE ON THE RHYTHM"
Little Louie Vega/Anthony




















8- NAUGHlY By NATURE
Naughty By Nature
9- LUCK OF THE DRAW
Bonnie Raitt
10- DECADE OF DECADENCE
Motley Crue








4- DIAMONDS AND PEARLS
Prince & The New Power
Generation







NOVEMBER 4,5,6 and 7
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m.
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82 DRINKS & BEERS
LADIES NITE
82 fv1.ARGARiTAS
$1 DRAFTS • $2 BOTTLES
BARUCH NITE • FREE HAT, T-SHIRT &
BOrrONS • MUG & SHOT NITE
$2 SHOTS TILL YOU DROP
MUG FILLED'$3· REFILLED $.75
YOU KEEP THE MUG
DIGGIN FOR GOLD
$2.5D CUERVO SHOTS
$4.00 48 oz. BEER FUNNELS
$1 DRAFTS
$1 DRAFTS TILL MIDNIGHT
$2 SHOTS TILL YOU DROP
,BEAT THE CLOCK
DRAFT BEER STARTS AT $.50









SHOW YOUR BARUCH ID AND WE WIU GIVE YOU A FREE SHOT F
OR
YOUR MIDTERM BLUES ·ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL: BRING 6 OF YOUR











have this sweet-sounding sctl g -
voice singing, "Oh.can'tyou see S
I'm. notamused, La, la, la" with ~
some soft background vocals, CD.
Then we havemore guitar,but Cil
this time it sounds like some."i
kind of folk music, after that-~
.comes some deep, harshm
sounding laughter. Then the •
metal sound again. This is 9
just too much for me to handle 6'
in one song! But this song is g-
. -typical of every song on the (,,)
album. 5>
Hearing this band is co
upsetting to me because they ~
have the potential to be really ,
good. Higginshasan excellent
voice and the music is tight,
even though it is constantly
switching sounds. It seems as
if the Galactic Cowboys just
got too caught up In the 90's
trend of being "different."
Their problem is that they're
trying too hard to be unusual
and they are overdoing it.
Originality is wonderful and ]
certainlyappreciate it,but the
Galactic Cowboys take it over
the limit. You'll start to enjoy
asongandthenitwill suddenly
change on you.
Unless you enjoy throbbing
headaches, I would let these
cowboys ride alone.
music. Perhaps this can be
considered original, .but I
thought it was annoying.
.Theband was formed in 1989,
named after a Dallas
motorcycle gang, fondly
rememberedby their producer
Sam Taylor (at least the band
members can't be blamed for
this stupid name). The
Galactic Cowboys are Ben
Higgins (lead singer), Dave
Sonnier (guitars), Monty
Colvin (bass) and Alan Doss
(,drums).
, ,
Previous to the Galactic
Cowboysalhum,bassistColvin
and drummer Doss were part
of a : pop ular, Houston
underground band called The
AwfulTruth. Theiralbum was
released after the band broke
up in 1989 by Metal Blade
Records.
A perfect example of the
problems I find with this music
is in the song, "I'm Not
Amused." It starts off with
your basic heavy metal guitar
riff (you might even think it
aetuallyisMetallica), theriyou
For more information, please comact
The CoBese ofStaleD 1s1aD41 CUNY
The Center for Jmematiocal Service
30 Bay Street, 2nd Floor
Staten Island, New Yark 10301
018) 390-6530
Record Review
Gain rnternanonal Experience and Have the Time ofYour Ufe
throUgh a Study Abroad Program.!
See the World From
--- - -~-_._.- ---_.-,' '---"---'--" _. -. -_.
a New Perspective!
New Exciting Summer Programs!
• Scholarships available for CUNY studenis
• Prerequisites: Freshman-Seniors with a 2.5 GPA
(no foreign language profidency needed)
Start planning now, it will change your life!
There-is music far everyone,
so I guess someone O\1t there
has to like the Galactic
Cowboys. Unfortunately, I am
not one of those people; yet I
putmy patience to the test and
listened to this entire album.
Believe me, it was not easy.
Ifyou are baftled at the name
of the band, you should hear
the album, then you would be
in a total state of confusion,
(not to mention the headache).
I guess they can be described
asheavymetal, but singerBen
Higgins is the most melodic
heavy metal singer I've ever -




But don't get me wrong, he
does have a good voice, but it
doesn't seem to fit with the
X
~_ · , · ""-·1·F' , """",/"."""
~!$.,;i .:J~'
~~
Spend a semester overseas, earn college credit, travel,
and increase job opportunities!
Overseas Semester Programs to Italy, Greece, Ecuador
and 15 additional countries.
. GALACTIC COWBOYS
Galactic Cowboys
Produced by Sam Ta)'lor
Geffen Records
RATING:C
. By Tara Mandlebaum
From.Here
To Infinity




Have you finished reading these so called precious
your Infinity Gauntlet #6 yet? holograms becauseyou are not
If you haven't then skip the going to find them. Why do I
first three paragraphs of this say this? Well, I will tell you.
column. If you have then The best way for anyone to
proceed,Ihaveafewcomments find a pack with a hologram
for you. insertis tousea metal detector.
First of all, what kind of I know what you are thinking:
endingwas this? Itwasobvious a metal detector? Yes, a metal
from thefirstand secondissues detector. The holograms are
that Adam Warlock was going made of some sort of metallic.
to be the one in command of plating and a metal detector
the Infinity Gems at the end of will pick them up instantly, I
the saga. After all, he had know because I havetried this.
previously beaten Thanos and I have also heard many tales
heisthe~Jfers<minMarvel's- from vdealer's .. and- comic
Universe that has the industry people alike that
necessaryquietreserve tohold packs with holograms are
ontosuchpreci01UJgems~-Plus -.-scar~r..than-they.mould .be-.
his character is interesting· and now you know why?
enough to spawn a sequel book • •• •
butmore on that a little hitter. UPCOMING RELEASES:
When Nebula assumed The hottest scheduled
. __~Qlltr,Q!ofthegemsinGauntlet release is Marvel's Heart of
#5, it was obvious she wasn't uar1Uiessa~-pagedelllXebook
going to hold on to them for illustrated by John RomitaJr.
good. Comic books are still HeartOfDarknessstarsGh06t
male dominated, I don't think Rider, Wolverine and the
gjvingawomansupremepower Punisher in a most unlikely
over all beings would do much alliance as they battle
for sales. Blackheart and Mephisto. It
The way the Gauntlet was also features a bouble gatefold
taken away from Nebula was coverandis availablefor $4.95.
awesomeasitwas blown outof Batman will be very busy in
her hand. You then had the the upcoming not so distant
likes of Thor, Drax, Thanos, future. LookforhiminBatman
the Hulk and Doctor Strange v.s, Predator, a four issue
all battling over the Gauntlet limitedseriesthatpitsBatman
glove and outofnowhere came in a life or death battle with
AdamWarlocktDsnatchitfrom Predator, in a Dark Horse and
the ground and order all D.C. 's joint) venture. The
battling to stop, WHEW!!!! series opens up with Batman
I have one major question the greatest manhunter on
about the Gauntlet though. If Earth being sought out by
all the evil that Thanos had Predator, the greatest
done while possessing the manhunter in the universe.
Gauntlet was going to be The issues are available for
undone, then what ·was the $1.95 each.
point of the series? You can also find Batman
• ••• teaming up with Judge Dredd,
D. C. is now jumping on the .in Batman and Judge Dredd.
trading card bandwagon by Anda hardcover release, called
offeringtheirveryown trading Batmanv.s. Dracula, available
card series. D.C. Collector for $24.95.
Series 1, features 180 full color As stated previously, Adam
cards made by the same Warlock is perfect spin-off
manufacturer of the Marvel material and Marvel will
versions. It will contain have a regular monthly title
popularfirstappearantecards called, Warlock: The Infinity
likeLoboandDeathstrokewith Watch. The series is being
10 limited edition-.hojogram written and drawn by Jim
cards randomly in$eJ1ed in Starlin and picks up where
every box. ,. Infinity Gauntlet leaves off.
A word to the wiSe--.'no not Warlock is in control of the
-and I mean do notgo~~and universe and the series will








"There is so much to be done
between now and then, we
would weleomeanynewfaces."
Sitting around a table in the
theaterroomofficethecasttells
of how this is a can't-miss
production. They.• describe it
as"gripping,'""harrowing,"and
"intense." It steamrolls . They
brighten with excitement as
they lay out the plot for me.
They are quick to point out
their jobs and responsibilities
in the play. There is a pride
and a passion in the
atmosphere. Most of tile
members spend their spare
time here. They enjoy it, and
they relate to it. They say it
relates to everything in the
outside world too. After 15
minutes in this room with
them, "TheaterGroup" sounds
more like a . modest
understatement. They are
more like a "Family."
It is a rare treasure indeed to




that caters to a student's
interestonly. Thereisnowhite,
black, yellow or green. No boy
orgirl. Blind castingis a policy
that applies not only to the
plays, butto the group as well.
As EvelynJimenezputs it, "We
are always looking for anyone
who wants to help. This group
utilizes an open door policy.
There are no restrictions."
Except one perhaps. Leave
your egos at horne.
ONE H!T WONDERS
plays within their technical
limitations. One reason for
this semesters selection is
because of where it will be
performed. The Iarge
auditorium is still under
renovation, so the plays must
beheldin the 9thfloor theater.
For the most part.the 9th floor
theater has taken over
completely since the
auditorium began it's current
3 year renovation process in
1988. -
"This will be the first realistic
play in that space in the last 3
years", assures Dr. Ferrar.
"Wait Until Dark" is a 2·Act
niurder/thrillerset-in a
GreenwichVillage apartment.
The movie version in 1965
garnered a best actress
nomination for Audrey
Hepburn as Gloria, the blind
owner of the apartment.
"The set will be the best we
have done $0 far," claims
Ernest. "It is a very realistic-
looking basement." The group
agrees that the only drawback
of the set is that seating is
limited.
"We are hoping for 55 seats,
maximum," says Stage
Manager Mary Evans.
So few seats and so few
performances will make it
difficult for everyone to see the
play. It will run from Nov. 18
to Nov. 23, and all
performances begin at 8:00
p.m. There will be one preview
and 6perfonnimces. Dr. Ferrar
and the entire group would
appreciate any new members.
slot on the tour. It is believed
that Izzy does not like touring
especially since his probation
bars him from flying. Youmay
recall two years ago Izzy was
arrested for relieving himself
in the aisle of an airborn 747
because the restroom was
occupied. No word if Izzy will
participate in future Gn-R
studio efforts.
As I mentioned, Metallica is
coming around for. two shows
at Nassau Coliseum on
December 18 and 19. There
will be no opening act. Also· .
look for Primus and Fishbone
tobringtheirown uniquebrand
ofmusic to the New York area
around the new year. And for
those of you who may be
wondering aboutDanzig, the
answer is nothing. A new
album will be on the way
shortly.
work for members ofthe group
too, consideringit does little to
enhance resume credentials.
It's memhers must be
dedicated, responsible, and
above all else, must love it.
"It's a passion," says
Technical Director Ernest Ta,
who along with Earl Bovell are
the only two theater majors at
Baruch. "Everybodydoes what
theyenjoy. Ycufindyourniche
and then you must be reliable.
Everythingisinterdependent."
Theentirecastfeels -Waituntil
Dark" is a perfect choice for
this semesters play.
"It is so suspenseful," says
Roger Aguilera who will play
the role of Carlino, in this his
third play at Baruch. He isa _
ComputerProgrammingmajor
with a love for the theater.
curhe hands on experience is
excellent. We build, act, block,
and Perform from the ground
up. And we do it as a group,"
said Aguilera.




sense of belonging. It is pure
synergy. Thegroupisfarbetter
than the sum ofit's parts.
"The keys are responsibility
and discipline" explains Dr.
Ferrar. "For anyone whowants
to see the management thesis
is practice, join the group."
The group is supported by
the Baruch College Yearly
fund, and relies heavily on
Alumni donations. They have
full cart-blanche to pursue any
The Stall ofBaruch Production 'Wait Until Dark,· during rahemls
Sabbath fans out there get a
load of this.
Ozzy will be doing twenty
theater dates across the
country before hitting arenas.
He's calling it the "Theater of
Pain" tour and you can look for
the Ozz man to bring his crazy
train into either the Ritz or the
Beacon. AndspeakingofBlack
Sabbath,RonnieJamesDiohas
once again joined forces with
Tony lomni and crew. Being
that Heaven and Hell and
Mob Rules are two of my
favorite Sabbath albums, I'm
eager to see if they can relight
the flame thatonce made them
themetal gianttheyonce were.
More Guns 'N Roses news
(as iftherewasn't enough). In
their new video, "Don't Cry",
Slash has a sign taped to his
back reading "Where's Izzy."
Good Question, considering
that he wasn't in the endclipof
cryou Could Be Mine" either.
Rumor has it" that Jane's
Addiction guitarist David
Navarro isbeing offered Izzy's
'.ttt
were not as hot as usual, tp.e
winter looks to be' scalding.
Aside from tours by Guns 'N
Roses, Skid Row,
Metallica 'and Van Halen, we
can expect the Red Hot Chili
Peppers to be absolutely
phenomenal fortheirfournight
~yat Roseland in a couple of
weeks (Hey Jeff, rn see you
there!). Alsolook for oneofmy
favorite bands, Soundgarden,
to kick off a club tour after
disembarking from their slot
as opening act on the Guns 'N
Roses tour. Andfor those Ozzy/
"the hidden jewel" of Baruch.
That jewel is appropriately
stashed in a hidden treasure
chest. Many students are
unaware that a theater even
exists on the 9th floor of the
23rd street building.
It is an open group, always .
looking for new members.
There are no ethnic
requirements, no financial
burdens. There are no cliques,
rio favorites, no politics. The
only requi rement is that
members leave their egos at
horne.
Dr. Ferrar is brimming with
excitementas she shows some
of the posters of past shows.
She talks about how involved
everyone becomes, and how
important active participation
is. There is no theater
department at Baruch she
says. Only her theater
program, a co-curricular
academic program for an
interested students. _
The phone rings. Her face is
. tu D'fgrme.cL.-:....frmJ.4...~~_
personable,amiable, professor
to the hard pressed, diligent
and rigid Director. She
answers her call, hangs up the
phone, takes one final gigantic
drag from her- 'cigarette, and
stomps it out in the ashtray.
"I have to go" she announces
suddenly. Our conversation is
over. The cast is going to
rehearse shortly and she says
that some things need to be
done. The play is demanding.
She is always on the run, 6
days a week from 6 to 10 p.m.
her group meets for extensive
rehearsals. Soon theywillmeet










Dr. Eleanor Ferrar talks in a
p~ethatri~stheqmckn~s
of her chainsmoking. She is a
bit tired, and very impatient.
Waiting for a someone to call,
waving her cigarette around
like a magic wand. A smile of
satisfaction comes to her face
however, when she tells me
about the former student's
wedding that she went to.
"I was the matron ofhonor. I
have been to all sorts of




She puts out her cigarette
justfractions ofa secondbefore
it will burn her hand.
"Its about bonding, loyalty,
and everyone loves it!" She
lights another cigarette before
the smoke from the previous
one dissipates.
With an undergraduate
degree in Speech from Ohio




program at Baruch College.
She is more than a Director
and Professor, she is a
colleague and a peer. She
pushes, demands,
accommodates, and teaches.
Hertheater group is a walking,
talking definition of synergy.
This fall they have chosen the
play "Wait Until Dark," by
Frederick Knott. It is a
suspense thriller which win be
difficult, challenging, and
chaotic. But in the end, she
promises, it will be good.
Members of the theater
group refer to themselves as
With the upcoming holiday
season approaching, music
fans can expect a blitz ofnew
-releases to hit the stores.
Among two of the most
anticipatedreleases will be the
boxedsetsfrom Aerosmithand
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Althogh I do
not have much information on
either of these yet, I do know
that the Aerosrnith set will
contain 52 songs,
some of which will be from
Steven Tylt!r's first band,
Chain Reaction.
Although the summer tours
iThe Baruch Theater
8Group and a preview
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SUGARBUSH S129 1aM per
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$139. Ot:p.ltn front S139. OCean rront
Transportation Options
M()torcoach $109.00Jet flights 5199.00
WE TEACH SKIN CARE & SKIN CARE FOR MEN
Results':oriented products. Dermatologist tested. Mary Kay
has a skin care system for you. Call today for a free consul-
tation. Marilyn Camacho, Independent Mary Kay Beauty
CQMS needs tutors for all CIS/STAlOPR classes.
$7/hour. sign up outside Room 440 26th 51.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or students organizations promoting our
Spring Break Packages. Good Pay & Fun.
Call CMI1-800-423-5264
LAK~!02RGE SKI THE EAST LAKN~~CID
SKI GORElKllUNGTON S159 ....;:,:: S169,:::r SKI WHITEF/\CE
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FREE TRAVEL, CASH AND EXCELLENT BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE!! Openings available for individuals or stu-
dent organizations to promote the country's .rnost successful
SPRING BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus Programs at:
1-800-327-6013
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from $259.00 includes
roundtrtp.air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission, hotel taxes, '
and more! Organize a small group. Earn free trip.
1(800) BEACH,IT
NO GIMMICKS-EXTRA INCOME NOWI ENVELOPE STUFFING -
$600-$800 every week-
Free Details: SASE to Brooks International, Inc.
P.O. Box 680605 Orlando, FI 32868
'Ib.i~.•{earrtYour piace' in' thesun.Beps wanted for free'
:trmlelpl~s 'cash bonus, Vanous packages include Florida
and Virginia Beach.
Cal~ ,(718)-204-0049
ADDRESSERS WA~TED immediatelyl No experience necessary.











OPENS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
TOlOIY DAVIDSOli
Friday, Ne;,vember 8,' 1991
Featuring: Male & Female Model's Competition
Special Appearances By:
SPIC & SPAN socx PRINCE
FRANCHOTT TONE
YWCA - 30 Third Ave., Corner of
Atlantic Ave., B'klyn




$30.00 at the door
(Ticket Stub Raffle
Win $50.00)
MEDGAR EVERS COLLEGE GOSPEL CHOIR
JOSBPH c. PHILLIPS











can't do it all, but ,there's a
place to start. A change ofskin
doesn'tmean a changeofheart.
Now, you're miming'words to
shed your guilt. Let's break
dow", these uall« we ourselves
have built. Be there for your
brother, we onlygoteachother. »
'Lucy Brown is an album that
is worth every penny. They
give you music and meaning,
the mix you usually don't find
at your local record store.
.,;..... .: ..~".
them that has me actually
S1n--gm-g-atmtg~ '-',' ~--,- '.. ,
, What can the magnetism Be?
First, they have a fast paced
tempo that catches and holds
your attention. When you
listen :to most ofthe songs you
wish that they were merely
instrumental. It is music that
you listen to in the car and
makes you poundyour steering
wheel in sync with the beat. It
makes you want to do a drum
roll with your pencils on your
books. Stamping your feet is
permittable if you want and
please feel free.
It's not just the music that
grabs you; the lyrics of a few
rare gems are extraordinary.
"HearYour BrotherCalling"is
an insight into The Tolrs true
potential. The song tells ofthe
coldheartiness thatis a partof
• today'ssociety. Peoplecanhear
i and. see the agony of a person
c! being mugged and killed and
i yet no one does anything. The
~ indifference we feel is not easy
to condone after hearing this
song. Its mission will be
achieved when people realize
that ~ose in pain are our
brotMrs that.we choose to
ignore. "Something 'Bout the
Struggle" is atribtite to those
whobelievedinandstill believe
in the American Dream. Songs
like these should dominate the
group's next album, if there is
one.
Thegroup shows promise but
they· .need to redirect their
efforts to their songwritingand
,singing'taIents:'1fl;1rlsIS 'not
done then the bell shall toll for
them.
"Brother,' one of the more
mellow songs on the album isa
'catchy song, that you can just
see people waving their anns
to. It's another song about
prejudice, but what is
interesting about this song is
its positiveness. It's one of
those, songs that IJ18kes you
want to hold the, hand of the
staa:ngernext toyou. The song
doesn't talkaboutthe problems
of prejudice, it talks about a
solution. Hawkins sings,*You
twentieth century version of
Donne or ShakeSPeare. They
areajustaformergarage band
with a big record contract.
Their second album will
probably be as successful as
the first and 'that is not
prormsmg.
Okay, I know that I don't
sound like it but I do find some
pot.en tial in the band.
However, what could it 'be?
Believe i~ or not, but it is the
lyrics to a few oftheir -songs. I
know that I knocked most of
their songs, but there is
something about several of
ofhate:"
-Thoughts" is another
interesting song with a funky-
blues sound to it. This song
talks about the working class,
and the problems ofmoney in
our society. -Leroy toonders
where the money's gonna come
from. -Whyot-hers-haveBORuch
and.he has none. Thinks there
mustbea way to beatdown. this '
system. And does God give a
damn about 'his suffering
childrenr
~,",~',,~,
....... . ..... . . . .~ .
"'.....t:7'
Lucy Brown, new.comer funk-metal band
someone else's voice?
Regardless what the Public
Relations department at
Geffen says, the group is not
the '90's version ofthe Beatles
or U2. The songs are a
collection of frivolous topics
backed by a great sound.
"Tongue-Tied River" is about
stuttering and not being able
to get the meaning out.
This is the same thought I
had when listening to the
album; why doesn't this group
just get to the truth rather
than continue with this facade
ofgreatness. They are not the
The Toll, brand new hard rock band
c
trademarkis duplicated by The
Toll without the heart. Rather
than Metallica's power they
onlycopy theloudness. Circone
is . barely understandable
through some of the group's
faster songs. "War is Release"
is the prime example of this
sound stealing. Although the
song's chorus is upbeat and is
catchy, there is no excuse for
this xeroxing. Throughout
"SweetMisery,." Circone seems
to bounce, back and forth
between the INXS sound to the
Metallicaone. With so much to
say why must they say it with
nus is an added extra in the
rock and roll music of today:
And that's not all - Lucy
Brown sings about interesting
topics other than love. I mean,
let's face it. love is a beautiful
thing, but I think every aspect
of it has been covered by rock
Lucy Brown hasbeenplaying bands, and personally I'm
the New York City club scene getting.a little sick ofit. Lucy
for a couple ofyears, and have . Brown's music reflects the
packed Sunday metal church turbulent reality of everyday
night at the Limelight on life. '
numerous occasions. ,J Lucy Brown's music breaks
The band is Gene Hawkins the barrier of "music for each
on vocals, Luis Pereza on race." It'snotaboutblackmusic
guitar, Scott Llwewellen on or whitemusie. As in the song
bass and drummer Chris "Colorblind" Hawkins sings,
Neuberg. The band was "music is and al~ys should
startedin Washington D.C. in remain Colorblind:"
the summer of 1989. They Butalong with thegood, there,
were voted "best unsigned is one, problem with Lucy
bandof1990"in th~EastCoast Brown. Despite their
~ocker,andsureenoughafew originality, they sound
months later ,the band was somewhat like Living Colour.
signed to Megaforce Records. However, I do not believe that
Who said the music Industry this is the fault of the band,
didn't go for genuine talent? because Gene Hawkins and
The music of Lucy Brown is Corey Glover just happen to
hard to categorize. It's like have a similar sounding voice.
rock andTollwith a twist. They "Colorblind" is one ofthe best
can be described as "a twisted songs on the album. It's about
amalgam of rock, funk, trash the problems that prejudice
and soul." They give you rock brings to our mixed up world.
and roll you want to dance to. Hawkins sings strongly witha
Gene Hawkins has - an , lot of emotion. "Well they talk
incredibly powerful, yet aboutred, talk about white, talk
soothing voice. My favorite about blue. Can't they
thing about this band is that I understand, they're just colors
can understand the words and too. We're all shades ofgrey in
1 know what the songs mean. this crazy mixed up world full
It seems that whenever a
group creates a new sound or a
new way of looking at things,
there is always a dozen groups
that are willing to copy this
style in order to ride their
coattails to fame. How many
groups went a capella during
the late 1950's? How many
groups became political after
the Beatles and the Doors?
Today, how many Guns-n-
Roses sound a-likes are in the
record stores. Unfortunately,
The Toll follows this claim to
fame.
The group lets their
incredible lyrics andtheirgreat
sound go to waste with their
copy-cat singer. On theirmore
coherent songs, lead singer
Brad Circone sounds identical
to Michael Hutchence ofINXS.
It is not a mere coincidental
'sound, it is a well planned and
well copied style. Circone could
passfor Hutchence'quiteeasily
over the radio. It seems that is
the reason for the deception.
I realize that the music
industry is a hard one but do
groups have to imitate their
more famous peers in order to
achieve the same fame? On
"Colorblind"even Hutchence's
laugh is duplicated.
Speaking of copy-cats, the
group at times even sounds
like Metallica. The hard










Sticks and Stones and
Broken Bones








~Frias. In a sense I recuited
her, I stayed in touch with her
while she was in high school. "
The school can't offer a schol-
arship but the school can offer
a good education.
. Daniels is really looking for-
ward to next season. And why
not? When you come in first or
second for- six straight years





slowly. 'Coach Daniels says,
"She improved 2oo,*, and is
more confident. Shehasa good
serve and forehand,"
Linda Cho was out for two
weeks, She .came back and
played some ofher-best tennis.
Eng said, "I was veryfortu-
nate with Schniderman and
By Eric Grossman
RIDDLE OF THE WEEK: What would Bobby Bonilla mean
to the Yankees? Itmeans having 20 million dollars less and still
no starting pitching.
Once upon a time Lenny Dykstra decided he wanted out of
New York, so, the Mets sent him to Philadelphia for Juan
Samuel. After a short stay Juan demanded a trade and so he
was-sent taLA for Mike Marshall and-AI-P-eiia. Itdi-dn't take
long for Mike to speak outabout his hatredfor theBig Apple and
soon after was released. Pens on the other hand was unhappy
about his role with the Mets and wanted tobe moved. Quickly
he was shipped to Atlanta for Tony Castillo. For those ofyou
keeping score, the Phillies and Dodgers wound up with all-stars,
while Pefia pitched the Braves to the World Series. The Mets
finally have someone who wants to play in N.Y., but, he belongs
in Tidewater.
The Yankees are trying to fill their managerial vacancy.
Anyone whoreceiveda C orhigherfrom their Managament3120
class is being asked to hand in an application.
The DB (Designated Hitter) rule currently used in the World
Seriesis very unfair toth~American Left8lJ$-'teaJBi>' F.orexample,
when the games are played in Minnesota the DH is used and
.Atlama pis to ad.ci~~ba~el" to th.eir ljP&UP, whicb they- -
already won a league 1:it}e"·withOtlt.- elem'ij"'this mBkes ·the
Braves attackstronger, while the Twinsremain the same. When
the games shift to Atlanta there is no DH, so the Braves remain
unchanged. Meanwhile, the Twins not only lose their biggest
power hitter in Chili Davis but they also have to let their
pitchers hit. This is something they have never done.
Just think ifihe National League would adopt the DH rule.
Howard JO~80nwould finally have a position. -
Why do people bring their baseball gloves when they go to a
game? Do they think they will be asked to play?
It's quite unfair that Barry Bonds is being held responsible
for the Pirates playoffloss to Atlanta. He hit .292, drovein 116
runs, scored 95 times, stole 43 bases and made just 3 errors in
.146 games. Sure his sub-par performance hurt the team, but
he's a big reason why they were there.
The Yankees sure have a lot of bright prospects in Roberto
Kellyand BernieWilliams. Ijustcan't wait to see who they get
traded to.
. .The Twins and Braves should send thank-you cards to the
Mets and Yankees. Kevin Tapani, Rick Aguilera, Mike
Pagliarulo, Greg Olson, Terry Leach, David West and AI
Pena can all be traced back to N.Y.
Next season the Yankees will not let Tim Leary pitch batting
practice because he got hit too hard.
I know how the Mets could light a fire under low key Kevin
McReynolds and spark him up. Light his paycheck on fire.
Frank Viola should win the Rolaids pitcher ofthe year award
because watching him pitch all year gave us all heartburn.
When it comes to offense Giant coach Ray Handly is as
creative as Buddy Harrelson.
Take Barry Sanders away from the Detroit Lions and you're
left with a team that looks a lot like the Indianapolis Colts.
Who do you think Saddam Hussein will root for when the
Jets play the Patriots? .
Do you think Andre "no" Ware is happy he graduated early for
college? Atleast with a degree he would probably move up to
third string QB.
PatRiley is something to get excited about. Too bad he can't
play point guard though.
If you. saw the Tommy Morrison-Ray Mercer fight, you
witnessed how the boxing system destroyed a 22 year old boy in
a man's body. Morrison was proclaimed the Cgreat white hope,"
He possesses a lot ofpower and ability, but he's young and raw.
His management, thirsting for money andgloryrushedhim into
a fight he was not ready for. Morrison manhandled Mercer for
the first three rounds, then suddenly lost it and was·brutally·.,.
K~d in the fifth. His owners wanted a champion, especially a
white one and may have needlessly ruined his career instead of
nurturing it.
game."
Another reason for the
season's mishaps is the fact
that this team has no practice
field. The only possible prac-
tice field is the park by the
FDR drive and 6th street.
However, there is no public
transportation to get there. So,
the only place topractice is the
6th floor gym in the 23stbuild-
ing. "We do mostofour tactical
'planning on the day of the
game," says Henry.
The coach does feel that the
future is bright. "We think.
next year will be much better.
Only one player is graduat-
ing,'" he says. The team is
especially looking forward to
the return ofAhmed Fares.
Fares-is the leading candi-
date for the MVP (Most Value
able Player) award. He scored
13 goals on the season.
The other top scorers are
Danford Puddy, Carl "Rocky"
GibbsonandEinarPhordason.
Each player scored four goals.
The team should enjoy the
off ~ason knowing what's in
front of them. They should be
proudoftheimprovementsand
look forward tobiggerandbet-
ter things. But, following the
Post match it all comes to an .
end. .
End says, -We have to set cer-
tain regulations. The same
thing happened in the men's
division two years ago," There
are no specific rules to stop
something like this .right now.
Island (CSn in the semifinals In a few weeks there will be a
7-6, 2-6,4-6. Then the Baruch coaches meeting and you bet-
number five and six seed lost ter believe that this problem
in the finals to Hunter. . will be brought u.p.
Baruch lostall three doubles When asked if this can be
matches. . In the first match interpreted as a strategy, Eng
Shniderman and Friaslost in saysno. "Thisisnotanethical
the finals to Lehman 6-1,6-2. cP way to playa match. Theethi-
Coach Daniels sdid, "they were cal and honest way is to have
both tired from the' other 'there number one play our
matches between Hunter and number one." Is this the first
. Lehman.'" The team defaulted time it has happened in the
in the second match. And, the women' tournament? Eng
thirdmatch was lost toHunter says, "this is thefirst time that
in the finals. it was so evident.'" Eng contin-
Since there were five teams ued to say that, «the Hunter
in the tournament, the fourth coach acted like a jerk. He
place team played the fifth embarrassed himself in front
place team. The winner ofthat ofplayers and parents. He got
match played the first place into disagreements with the
team. That winner played the other coaches" ..
winner ofthe second place and On the year Irina
third place match. Shnidennan had a record of
Assistant Coach Bill Eng as 13-1. She isa Freshman andis .
well as the other .coaches from the number one player in
the other schools were not CUNY. If she keeps up her
happy with the order of play- game she will have a chance to
ers Hunter played. Eng said, win four CUNY titles. The
"duringtheyearHunterplayed record is three straight titles.
a girl #4. That same girl played Eng says, "she handles pres-
#1 in the championships." CSI sure well, she plays safe, she
coach was so upset thathe was doesn't attack the ball, she
ready to quit. This is what stays back and doesn't make
Hunter did. Apparently they errors. Ifshe wants to lift her
thought that they would loss game she should attack the
the number one seed and num- ball a little more." She also
bertwoseedmatches. So, they played three years on the
moved the girls that normally Canarsie High Sehool boys ten-
play there to number threeand nis team.
four.Thus;tneyworildlosst~e· ."Friashas playedone and a-
top two seed anyway and they halfyears. She is very steady .
were pretty much guaranteed and has improved over the
a win in the other matches. years. The only problem is
College by a score of12·1. "All
ofour frustration came out in
that game," says Henry.
Baruch ran up the score in or-
der to increase their goals per
game average. Should Baruch
finish in a tie with another
school to enter the champion-
ships, the second tie breaker is
the average ofgoals scoredin a
game. The first tie breaker is
the record of head to head
games.
The team has a record of 6-6
with one game remaining.
Baruch will play C.W. Post on
October 30 to close out the sea-
son. If Baruch wins they will
finish the season with a record
over .500, knowing that they
have improved.
Last year Coach Henry had
mostly Freshmen and Sopho-
mores playing on a team that
finished well below the '.500
mark.
Coach Henry points out that
there are still more improve-
ments that need to bemade. A
major factor is the lack ofcon-
centration.
"Players need to, stay focused
on the goal," Henryblames the
loss to Lehman, Yorkand City
on that weakness. He says,
"the ability is there. We are
the better team going into the'
By David A. Amir
And so it all comes to an end.
The Baruch soccer team ends a
1991 seasoninfifth place with-
out receiving an invitation to
the CUNY Championship.
"I think. we have ourselves
to blame," says Coach Tony
Henry. "The loss to Lehman
put us out."
The team started the season
with an impressive 4-1 record
but, things started going down
hill after that. The October 5
loss to Lehman started a five
game lossing streak. On the
streakHenrysays, "akey game
that hurt us was, Staten Is-
land, We didn't have all ofour
players." Due to miscommuni-
cation, the team had onlyeight
players for the game. Instead
offorfeiting the game, Baruch
wanted a chance to win and
played anyway. They played
three players short and lost 6-
o.
Baruch then lost to both
NYU and York by a score ofS-
1.
By that point of the season
Baruch knew the season was
over but thejobin hand was to
break out of the slump. They
did stop the slump and they
diditinabigway.0nOctober
19 the statesmen beat Hunter
By David Amir
Consistency. That is the
word that best describes the
past six years for' the Baruch
Women'sTennis team. In those
years the team has either fin-
ished in first or second place.
This season the team fin-
ished the regular season with
a nice 9-5 record. In both the
HudsonValley Championships
andthe CUNYChampionships
the team carne in second.
SUNY Purchase won the
Hudson Valley Championship
with19 points, Baruchcame in
second with 16 points and Mt.
St. Mary came in third. In the
cuNYChampionships Hunter
won with 12 points, Baruch
followed with ,8 points and
Lehman came in third with 4
points. Head Coach Anna
Daniels says, "the girls played
their hearts out."
In the tournaments the play-
ers played well. A key handi-
cap was the fact that Linda
Choplayed witha hurtinghand
and foot.
In the CUNY Champion-
shipsIrinaShnidermanseeded
number one, beat Lehman to
win the tittle. She won th.e
tittle by winning 6-1, 6·1.
Seeded number two, Karen
Cohen also beat Lehman in
the fi nals by the score of5-7, 6- '
4, 7-6. Number three Clarisa
Fr-iasTost in fhefiri'sls to
Hunter. Then nf-mOOr fOUI
Linda Cho, playing with a foot
injury, lost to College ofStaten











Fmishes in Close Second
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